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NOTICE.

District Court of the United State» for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
In lh« matter of
ISAIAH H LK WITT.
[ in Bankruptcy,
of Hartford, B.nkrupt. I
: ρ the

In the
To the creditor* of Isaiah H. Leavltt
County of Oxford and district aforesaid
of ;
Notice Is hereby given that on the 24th day
Leavltt was
Oct., A. D. 1a«, the said Isatah il.
and that the drst
a
bankrupt,
ljudlcated
duly
Court
-reeling of his creditors will be held at the
Dec.,
House, In South Parts, on the 23rd «lav of which
at
forenoon,
in
the
It)
o'clock
A. D. 1!*'3, at
their
time the said c"editors may attend, prove
claim·, appoint a trustee. examine the bankrupt,
and transact such other bueliiess as may properly
come before -aid meeting.
South Parts, Dec. T, law.
UEO. A. WILSON.
Referee in Bankruptcy. I

UNCLAIMED DEPOSITS
IN

THE

South Paris Savings Bank,
South Paris,

Maine.

The following statement cont iln* the name,
known
the amount standing to hl-> credit, the last
fact ol j
residence or post otlice address and the
South
the
In
iti
of
every
pospor
leath. If known,
Parla Savings Bank, who has not made a deposit,
or any part of i
or withdrawn any part thereof,
more than
t ο dividends thereon, for a period of
I'JUi, and
jii year* next preceding November 1.
be
to
living.
treasurer
the
1* iiot known to
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*
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3Ϊ5
<ir

«

Ξ

*

<3
ZZS
7. Ζ
Dm. 31. 1874, * 4 RT
Clara L. Mixer,
105 ul
Isetf,
.Jan.
2S,
tie··.
and
Lapham,
Sophia
Mrs. Louise P. tiurney,
2s 36
Dec.
18,1882,
West Medford,
Is
I hereby certify thai the aN>\e statement
belief
and
true according to my best knowle tge
t.EORtiE M. ATWOOD, Treasurer
NOTICE.

that she
Tlie subscriber herebv give* notice
of the
his l een duly appoluled administratrix
of
estate
BKN.IAMIN S. DOE, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
lion·Is as the l >w directs. All persons having
are
demands against the estate of said deceased
and
desired to pre-ent the same for settlement,
to make payad indebted thereto are

requested

ment Immediately.
Dec. 1st, late

KATE H. DOE.
NOTICE.

for
In the District Court of the United States
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
In the matter of
In Bankruptcy,
ERNEST L. TRASK.
of Rumford, Bankrupt. I
Trask In the
L.
Kroest
To the creditors of
:
County of < »xford and district aforesaid
l">th day of
on
the
that
Notice Is hereby given
Trask
L
July, A. D. 1ι*ύ, the said Krnestand that the
was duly adjudicated bankrupt,
the
at
drst meeting of his creditors will be held
of
Court House. In South Paris, on the 23rd day
forenoon,
In
the
l»ec.. A. D. 19U3, at 10 o'clock
attend,
at which time the said creditors may
a trustee.'examine
prove their claims, appoint
business
the bankrupt and transact such other
said meeting.
before
as may properly come
South Parts, Dec. 7, laui.
oK<> A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.
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STANDARD OF CONTKNTMKNT—A GLOWIXG PKTVRE

L. BIX K,

SOUTH PARIS,

I

The one thiug needful to civilized man
the world over is -λ standard *>f contentment; and this u ill apply to the large
array of yeomen who till the soil. The
fierce struggles of life have been wrought
in vain, whatsoever their fruits, if we
are to be constantly in the "want column" with an "ad"; and like Solomon
of old, with the wisdom of the world iu
his head and its wealth at his feet,
must, after all, exclaim, "Vanity! vanity! All is vanity!"
No question but wealth, wisdom and
honor is a trinity of deceit for which we
have all gone mad, aud like the boy's
chase for the rainbow we never get to
the place we seek. The great blessings
of life are health, freedom and justice,
and with these secure we have a right to
look the world square in the face with
the serenity of a lord and the calm of a
chief.
Honor to the man who seeks to lighten
his toil: who earnestly and diligently
strives for a home; who creates a circle
of ft tends and kinsmen and makes them
a part of his solicitude; who strives to
add to the total of human knowledge;
who builds for fortune and for fame.
These are the indices of the higher life,
but are not a concomitant of bliss, nor
an index of might.
Labor affords the
world its sweetest joys, while the "idler's
bench" has been voted the most crucial
punishment. Home is that for which
man will strive years to acquire and
then abandon, perhaps in a single da\.
Our kinsmeu are only ordinary mortals,
equally as liable for heaven or the penitentiary. Knowledge is power, intellectuality an accomplishment, but no
une need be envious of the man who
discovered the properties of strychnia,
□or of the bookworm, whose self im
posed task is only equalled by the grovels
jf the tishworm. I take off my hat to
both these worms. The one enlarges
the utility of the brain, the other the
Fertility of the soil. But I do not envy
:hem their jobs. Wealth is
golden.
Honors are sweet. But he who seeks
:he applause of the multitudes usual)}
;ets two kicks for every kiss, while the
tabulous'v rich live lives of anxiety
tiardly equalled by the torments of the
ilrunkard on his last spree.
But what The Tribune Farmer desinn•d when it proposed a contest of essayists was the opiuion of the farmers themselves as to their most pressing need,
l'here is but one answer—they need to
keep pace with their fellows in the march
>f progress, sure to fake gigantic strides
η the immediate future, and this the>
will do as they have done in the past.
It remains to be proved that they have
fallen behind in the race. It is not proved by the strong tide now on of farmers
>ud farmers' sons to the towns and cities,
rhat only shows the capacity of the
arm not only to supply the basic principles of commerce and mechanism, but
ίο supply also all other vocations with
:he larges' proportion of their devotees.
It is not proved by the reverses that occasionally come: for recovery soon folows the adjustment of economic con
litions and the helping hand of a kind
Providence. The status of the farmer is
it all times secure,
lie holds the key to
:he doo~ of progress. Upon him all
The destinies
romers and goers depend.
•f the world are ai his beckoniug and in
liis presence the statesman, the polilician, the banker, the merchant, the
>roker, the trust promoter, the railroad
ting, the mighty ami learn, d, bend the
inee.
The occasional hue and cry about
;he downtrodden farmer is largely the
oghorn of distress of those in couipeition for his favors. He needs no act
>f Congress, no relief from supposed
mrdens: he needs no champion of his
•ights; he needs no special instructions;
le needs nothing but what he will get in
lie natural order of thing*. For there
s nothing more certain than that what
s the farmer's need is the other fellow s
îeed, and, while he may occasionally
iuffer temporary injustice, in the lonj:
■un his wants will come in tirst for consideration.
Dut
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narch? Here we embark ou a sea of
'peculation; vet enough is known to enkble one to speak with a degree of cerainty. First, the vast populations of
he globe are going to take on a higher
neasure
of civilization.
Second, the
•ity and town will continue to eularge
To
( bird, the demand for food aud feed and
he raw materials for raiment will assume
Send your address on a postal for our *|>ecU
a liberal tr'al quantity of
and
offers
premium
till greater and greater proportions
fourth, the farm will be equal to these
iemands, as the individual farmer will
of valirve more ingenuity and better facilities
the famous silver polish used by owuers
uable Silverware all over the world.
The tendenis civilization progresses.
York.
New
Street,
•'SlLiCON." 40 CUff
cy of civilization is tolighteu toil, cheap•II the necessities of life and enhance the
nice of the luxury through the ingenui
ies of the brain. A single illustration:
V pound of butter must necessarily coinnand such a price as will pay for the
Washing and ironing done in first abor requisite to its production. But
and
for
call
Will
manner.
class
ach pound must bear its relation to all
the
>ther pounds produced, so that
deliver clothes in South Pars.
ngenuity of the producers will aim to
Address,
>roduce it with less labor aud thus
LAUNDRESS,
heapen its price: but the pound repreOffice,
Care Democrat
the most ingenuity will be a
enting
South Paris.
uxury, as it must constantly go higher
□ value.
It is perhaps idle to speculate as to
FAKtt K«B walk.
iliat these improved facilities will be,
acres
175
Sumner.
good
Fas*
In
Kami for sale
this increased ingenuiwood. ; rhat the trend of
Ian·I. wool lot contai· In* 4»*) corde hard
the
But the most important is
Cut-· from 3>>
y.
some oak. ash, hemlock and pine.
and
has
of the barriers of civilization's
apples, pears
to 35 tons good Uav.
•reaking
school, two miles ;
plums. Locate·! one mile from
irogress, the more complete annihilafrom churches, store, po«t office and railroad,
The next
ion of time and distance.
and on telephone line.
^
reat stride will be in the direction of
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heaper and more rapid transportation
:'he farmer will yet have undreamed of
aachinery to lighten his toil and cheapn the cost of bis productions, yet cheap
nd rapid transportatimi is his coming
The isthmian αφί, now assured,
toon.
nd the interurban railTOvs already unler construction are the foreruuners of
he coming dawn. Our inland rivers
nd lakes must yer accommodate the
and
uighty monsters of the deep sea,
he iron horse will yet do a more valiaut
obstructive forces of
The
ervice.
iature—heat, cold, humidity and flood—
ν ill yet become man's obedient servants,
vbile the electric spark will be bridled
ο do his bidding in inconceivable ways.
U1 this will inure to the benefit of the
niner, the manufacturer, the man of
ommerce as well as the agriculturalist,
>ut in no wise can it be possible that
tther than the farmer will stand as the
•hief beneficiary. For it is axiomatic
hat we must all stand or fall together.
But why attempt to fathom the myseries of the coining day? For let hapw.
plough with
pen what may, whether
crooked stick or a five furrowed gang,
whether we reap with a sickle or the
xtming electrical harvester, the laws of
ife will remain the same and those of
is no
tuccess inviolate, namely: There
excellence without great effort; in contest the tittest will survive;
makes perfect; the greatest good is that
which comes to all; honesty's the best
policy, industry and ecouomy the
heralds of weal' h, and η improvement
of
i-an ever come 10 that good maxim
Franklin' "God help* t· ose who help
themselves." Then»· wt*i; known rules
Î>f action, applicable to -11, were never
enacted by man, never c η they by hued.
man power eve. be abrog
But among farmers, as with all other
classes, there is a class of unfortunates
—those who fall behind in the race. A
helping hand
word of

practice

if

encouragement—a
possible—in a very pressing

Unfortunately

this is most difficult, »oi
however loath we are to acknowledge it
we are nevertheless reluctantly forced to
conclude that this man must be his o/n
physician. If you prove that we are rot
the architects of our own fortunes, but
creatures of circumstance, you leave h<m
without a shadow of hope. But prove
the reverse, and you have already don.; a
miracle in his behalf; and all he lacks.is
a few suggestions to strengthen his wNl.
These, then, are some of his more
ing needs:
,'
First—He needs a strong determiftation to do the best, let come what will.
Second-He needs to hustle, to stick
He who moves the faster and keeps mis
pace cannot be beaten in the
race.^ a
Third—He needs to be industrie as,
economical, thoughtful and
Fourth—He needs to be
honest; not alone on moral groun is
but as an investment. It is a gocxl ad-

press-

courageous.

absolutely

vertisement, costing nothing, yet bring-

ing many customers.
Fifth He needs to keep out ofueJt,
An eminent
save in extreme urgency.
agricultural writer once said that a farmer was scarcely justified in going in
debt for anything except "tile and ma-

""sfxth—He

needs to avoid staking 'lis
all on anv one line, yet to make so ne
This is the adone thing a specialty.
vice one of our ex-Presulents gave to a
voung man, who afterward became 1 resident by heeding the admonition.
that
needs to know
Seventh—He
trusting to luck in a game of cbanct is
the shoal upon which most barks have
been wrecked in the world of finance
Eighth—He needs to know that Hie
first dollar is the hardest to get, tlia ; a
dollar saved is two earned, that a dolUr
so invested that it returns another win
·
brin" the answer in all enterprise.
Ninth—Finally, he needs to "watch
and prav;" and the more watching «be
does the less praying he will need to do.
çor. in New York Tribune Faimer.

President Adams

on

Dairying.

The first speaker was president-elect
Frauk S. Adams, of Bowdoin, who dis-

cussed

some

every-day problems

on a

He received the most heairty
tv applause which placed him at
^ns
His time was limited, but
ease at once.
it was used to good advantage, lie
spoke of the splendid Topsham fair,
and said that the score card system had
been satisfactory in Sagadah«>c county
The speaker said that experience has
shown him there were many Problems
in connection with dairying. The bre· fling problem was one. Once we tod
called the cow a machine but that idea
had been repudiated by all the speakers
It is impossible to bay
at this meeting.
cows we want; we must breed them.
The character of a country can be
ed by the kind of cattle they kety.
Evolution has brought us all up froir. a
lower s tote. Our ancestors were
savages, but we have grown to the civilization of Maine.
Both men and animals deteriorate faster
than they advance unless the conditions
are right.
The dog can go back to tiie
wild wolf. The same with cattle, they
can go back to the wild breed unless
properly bred and kept. We must fust
look well to the foundation stock a/in
then surround them with the best conditions.
TheJersev cow met unfavorable conditions when she first came to Maine
and she deteriorated. She is now adva^c
iug because we know more of the subject of breeding. Her quality of milk is
fixed, we now want to increase the qu.vn-

dairy

farm.

Democrat.

Oxford
The Legend of Chocorua.
Among the hills of old New Hampshire rises Chocorua Mountain, noted
among the other White Mountains as the
only one not covered during the Ice Age
and also as the only one having a well
defined peak. At the base of the mountain lies Chocorua I<ake, a pretty sheet of
water, but over the mountain and the
lake lies a curse, and this is the story as
it came to me:
Long ago, when the white man first
came to New Hampshire and began the
resistless pushing backward of the rod
man, Chief Chocorua and his tribe lived
Π ere the waron the shores of the lake.
riors fished and hunted, here the squaws
had built their wigwams, burned the
But with
trees and raised their corn.
the coming of the settlers the Indians
were forced to move back farther into
the wilderness. Old Chocorua alone remained.
The chief was an old man, what to
him would life in a new country be? He
judged it better to die here on the shore
of the dear old lake, where he had lived,
hunted and fished, so he and his son
staid and made friends with the whites.
Among the settlers was a man by the
nume of Cummings, who madG his clearing and built his log cabin on the southeastern shore of the lake. This man
Chocorua trusted and, in his savage,
stoic way, loved.
One winter it was necessary for the
old chief to go away for a time and, as it
was impossible for him to take his son,
he left the boy with Cummings. Shortly
after Chocorua went the boy sickened
and finally diqd.
The time passed, the chief returned to
find his son, the pride of his heart, dead.
In his savage grief he imagined that
Cummings. the man he had trusted, had
poisoned the boy and he swore to be revenged. Silent, but nursing within him
the flame of his wrath, the old chief
waited his time.
Finally the time came. Cummings
was away from home, the family unprotected, then Chocorua had his revenge. Cruel, but satisfactory. Cummings came back at nightfall to find his
cabin in ashes, and a few blackened
bones among the embers.
The horrible news spread among the
few settlers, a band of armed men met
and swore to hunt Chocorua to his death.
Then the hunt began, the most cruel
hunt that can be. the hunt of man for
man.
Silently they tracked the Indian
from the lake shore toward the mountain,
and
up the mountain side they climbed,
still no sight of their quarry. When at
last they caught sight of Chocorua, he
was on the highest part of the mountain
down calmly on his pursuers. A

looking

grand old

man on a

grand old mountain!

As the hunters nearod him, the chief
to the edge of a precipice, looked back on the men, looked out over the
land that had belonged to hie tribe, then
raising his arms to the sky he called on
the Great Spirit to curse the white men,
to curse their descendants, their crops,
their cattle. To curse all the land within his range of vision. Then, before the
white men could shoot he leaped to his
A monarch
death—and to his son.
his
stripped of his empire, robbedhisofown
treasure, he chose to die by
hand rather than by the hand of his

stepped

judg-

or^e

enemies.

But the strange part is to come.
Chocorua Mountain, the laud the old
Chief cursed, is barren; the attempts at
cattle pastured on
crops are failures; the
its sides die; the people of the lower
class are ready to commit any crime.
Do these things rise from natural causes,
Who
or is Chocorua's curse working?
shall sav?
Adams said that he was not a beThe white people robbed Chocorua of
liever in the dual purpose cow. No nun his birthright, but they have raised to
could afford to fool with that propo*i- him a monument as enduring as time.
t'on. To be successful you must use The monument is this—a river, a lake, a
pare blood and then carefully guard its town and a mountain, all bearing his
progress. Unfavorable conditions w l
name, the name Chocorua.
Don t let
cause all crops to go back.
There is a saying that on still nights the
the heifer come in too early. It is bet- old Chief and' his son glide out on the
reter to let them wait until they are three
placid lake in their phantom canoe,
in death
years old.
visiting their old haunts. Even
The .Jersey is a persistent milker and the old monarch can not be driven from
is disjtosed to never go dry. If a ιο·* his own.
gives milk up to the time of calving her
Some may call Chocorua a murderer
Groun 1 and a suicide, he was, in the eyes of our
nrogeiiv is bound to be weak.
oats is one of the best of feeds for calve». Twentieth Century law, but who are we,
The .lersev cows are more lacking io the people who drove him from his posthe fore udder than any other part. If sessions, who are we to judge him.' He
solve the problem of how t
we can
meted out what to him seemed justice.
breed true and strong it will be a grent
Aonks Holmes Fuller.
boon to the dairy industry.
"The feed problem," continued Mi.
Maine's Wood Pulp Supply.
Adams, "is an important one." We caa
(Boston Globe.)
raise the starch foods in Maine, but
What we chiefly hear from Maine nowmore difficult to raise the protein foods.
to big moose and the outIt is discouraging to pay so much to tin* adays pertains
of other game, interspersed now and
miller. Now. this need not be. We caa put
then with the story of some hapless
raise peas and oats and better than al..
who has "been taken for a deer."
hunter
clover. Alfalfa is a grand plant and
late report of the bureau of
the
But
will
that
less we can find a substitute
!
statistics in thedepartinent of commerce
on
beat
West
will
I
fear
the
here
grow
and labor presents Maine in an entirely
out.
Clover stands next on the list. W
ilifTerent light so fer as the industries of
do not give it a fair chance when w;i
are concerned.
Sow it alone the nation
sow it with other grasses.
According to the report of the forest
if vou want it to do its best. It wi.l
of Maine there are actualthen be strong and vigorous and tha commissioner
in the forests of that state 21,230,000,plant will develop so as to stand out ly
000 feet of spruce, not including a large
Maine winters.
of cedar, poplar, etc.
"Hay has been called the king of crop* quantity
R. S. Hosmer of the U. S. bureau
Mr.
is
statement
with us and the
right. Μγ
of forestry informs us that the annual
own method has been to feed clover to
of the forests of Maine is suffigrowth
has
and
no
in
summer
cows
gram
.Jersey
cient to allow, without any danger of exbeen necessary. Clover must solve the
the forests, the cutting of
problem of protein and enable us to hausting
[137,000,000 feet of spruce annually,
of
the
men
alfalfa
with
the
compete
while the mills actually do not use up
West."—Lewiston Journal
report ot more than
295,000,000 feet. Over 70 per
Stare Dairymen's Association.
| cent of the state of Maine, it is to be re-

"μγ.

up-1

membered,

is forest.
The Jersey Cow.
theory that
This puts at rest the
#
is already at the mercy of
America
!
S. M. King of South Paris then spok£
Canada for raw material. Our own naHe said it was
tor the Jersey cow.
tive hills and valleys are the very home
wer<)
that
know
all
speakers
pleasure to
of raw material, at least such as is used
not obliged to speak offhand and therefor wood pulp.
fore he would read his thoughts from
But they have opened up paper mills
has given
paper. The commissioner
other parts of the country. So true is
in
him his text and he would try and tell j
that the southern states will soon
this
them why the Jersey was the best. W·»
be able to do without northern spruce.
have different tastes and what satisfied
this the United States produces
The final Besides
one may not please another.
various other substances that are capafortha
test should be the most profit
ble of being converted into paper.
money invested.
to
as
discussion
much
been
There had
St. Catherines Well.
the origin of this cow, and it was still u
the Garden City of
ou
Catherines,
been
known
St.
has
In
Her
value
problem.
the island of Jersey for a long time and Canada, eleven miles from Niagara Falls,
no
other blood was there allowed t^» >n the main line of the Grand Trunk
historic "St. |
mingle with hers. She was a treasure Railway, is situated the
Her but- Catherines Well," about which is woven
to her owners on that island.
Slrj many a romantic Indian legend, and
ter producing qualities were fixed.
known
had beaten all other breeds in the Chi- whose curative properties are
North America.
cago test, while the test of the Pan- Far and wide throughout
Saline Well
American exposition was of no conse- The water of this famous
denser than sea water, but
quence. The Jersey club did not enter s considerably
and is reand a herd was brought from Canada. jlear, sparkling and odorless,
The beet butter cow, she is also the be^t markable for its penetrative qualities.
These waters aie a great specific for
cheese cow. In dollars and cents slite
»uch diseases as rheumatism, gout, scrofbeats all other breeds.
skin disThe Holstein milk contained too much ula, neuralgia, liver troubles,
Butter color had to be used by eases, and cases of nervous prostration,
water.
The
all dairymen having other herds th^n 3Γ as a tonic pure and simple.
on the broadest
the Jersey and Guernseys. The Jerseys treatment is conducted
the idea being to assist
can come into the the tested list of fours, possible lines,
The use of
as possible.
teen pounds of butter per week in great- nature as much
In the waters is the chief remedial agent,
er uumbers than auy other breed.
masshort this special dairy cow needs po icccmpanied by static electricity,
rest. All treatment
special defence. She will fat as well ard iage, exercise andhouse
Physician. The
quickly as any cow if you don't try to is in charge of
conmake her beef. Individuality of cow baths are in a separate building,
a glass
counts for much and demands constant nected with main building by
observation. No score cards can tell covered corridor.
Full information descriptive matter,
her merits.
be had on apThe Jersey has shown she is the be<t and all particulars may
G. P. & Τ. Α.,
in all that goes to make up the ideal plication to G. T. Bell,
Moxdairy cow. These virtues are all sum- Grand Trunk Railway System,
γκι al, Canada.
med up in this breed.
Mr. King then sung a song in favor of
the Jersey and closed with applause
HOW TO PREVENT CROUP.
from the auiience.—Lewiston Jouroal
It will be good news to the mothers
report of Dairymen's Association meet- of email children to learn that croup
·
The first sign of
ing.
can be prevented.
A day or two becroup is hoarseness.
hoarse.
fore the attack the child becomes

|

The problem of drainage is -frequently a difficult one. When possible, tile
draiuage is always the best method of
disposing of standing water. Rubole
drains, which have been used to a latere
extent in Maine, are costly and as a rule
not wholly satisfactory. The time i»nd
labor spent in handling the rocks \frill
cost far more than the necessary t»le.
The amount of earth that must be
bandied in digging a ditch wide enough
for a stone drain is also more than twice
that needed for a good tile drain.—I
need. Maine Farmer,
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speatung ne turned tne etaff
and over in bis hand until the
flag was closely wrapped around It:
then, stooping, he lifted a puncheon and
with it covered the nay roll from night.
Ali<-e cangbt him in her arms and
kissed him vigorously on the cheek.
Her wnnn Jins made the spot tingle.
-Don't von dare to let any person
have it! it's the flag of George Washwnuout

over

ALICE of OLD
VINCENNES

By MAURICE THOMPSON

C«pyri*ht. 1900. by tH· BOWEN-MERRILL COMPANY

>

ONTINUED.]

British officer* already mentioned
as :it the head of the line advancing; diagonally from the river's bank, halted
I is men at a distance of .'inn yards from
the fort and seemed to he taking a de'i

'··'

lllwrafely

0:1 refill

"All tne lienors of war." Holm firmly
"Ifx that or fight. and I don't
•an· which !"
Hamilton half turned away, as If
ilosiu^wllh the pirley, then facing the
i'iX'1 npaiii he said:
■Very well, «Ir. Haul down your

replied.

survey of what wa«

before 1:1m.

"Let "em come a little nearer, lieutenant, said Helm, his jaw setting itself
like a lion's. "When we shoot we want
to hit."
He stooped and squinted along his

in-"

was
diimfounded at this
Helm
prompt acceptance of his terms. In·
ileed the incident Is unique In history.
As Hamili »n sjKike he very naturally

glanced up to where la bannière d'Allée Rousslllon waved brilliantly. Some
one stood beside It on the dilapidated
gun.
roof of the old blockhouse and was al"\\ hen they yet to that w«*edy spot
ready taking it from its place. His aid.
he
ont yonder."
atlded, "just opjiositc
Captain Earnsworth, saw this, and the
the little rise in the river bank, we'll vision made his heart draw in a strong,
turn loose ou 'em."
hot flood. It was a girl In short skirts
Beverley had arranged his primitive and moccasins, with a fur hood on her
match to suit his fancy and for probahead, her face, thrilllngly beautiful, set
bly the twentieth time looked critically around with fluffs of wind blown
touchhole
in
the
to the powder
leveled
la-own gold hair.
Farnsworth was too
of liis old cannon. He and Helm were
young to be critical and too old to let
to
facing the enemy, with their backs
his eyes deceive him. Every detail of
the main area of the stockade, when the fine
sketch, with Its steel blue baelr«*
a well known voice attracted their atground of sky. flashed into bis mind,
tention to the rear.
sharp cut as a cameo. Involuntarily he
"Any room for a feller o' my size in took off his hat.
this here crowded place?" it demanded
Alice had come in by way of the
in a cracked but cheerful tenor. "I'm
postern. SI»», mounted to the roof unto
kind o' outfit breath a-runnin'
git observed and made her
way to the

here."
They turned about. It was Oncle
Jazon. with his long rifle on his shoulder and wearing a very important air.
He spoke in English, using the backwoods lingo with the ease of long prac-

flag juSt at the moment when Helm,
glad at heart to accept the easiest way
out of a tight place, asked Oncle Jazon
to lower It.

was thinking of Alice, and
when he looked up he could scarcely
tice.
realize that he saw her. But the whole
"As I's a-comin' in f'om a-huntin' I situation was plain the instant she
tuck notice 'at somepin' was up. 1 see snatched the staff from Its place, for
a lot o* boats on the river an' some fel- he, too, recollected what she had said
lers \, i' guns a-scootin' around, so I jes' at the river house. The memory and
slipped by 'em all an' come in the back the present scene blended perfectly
way. They's plenty of 'em, 1 tell you during the fleeting Instant that she
what! 1 can't shoot much, but 1 tuck was visible.
He saw that Alice was
one chance at a buck Indian out yander an' jes' happened to hit 'Im In the
lef eye. II;· was one of the gang 'at
sealjvd me down yamler in Kaintuck."
1 he greasy old sinner looked as if he
bad not been washed since lie was
born, lie «lanced about with furtive,
shifty eyes and grimaced and winked
after the manner of an animal just
waking from a lazy nap.
"Where's the rest of the fighters?"
he demanded <iui/.zically. lolling out his
tomrue and |k*cping past Ilelm so as tu
get a glimpse of the Knglish line.
"Where's yer garrison? Have they all

pone to hreakfas'?"
The last question set Helm off curs
ing and swearing in the most melo-

dramatic rage.
Oncle Jazon turned to Beverley and
said in rapid French, "Surely the man's
not going to tight those fellows yonder?"

Beverley

smiling somewhat as In her most mischievous moods, and when she jerked
the staff from Its fastening she lifted
It high and waved It once, twice, thrice
deliantly toward the British lines, then
fled down the ragged roof slope with

The vision reit and disappeared.
mained in Beverley's eyes forever afterward. The English troops, thinking
that the flag was taken down in token
of surrender, broke Into a wild tumult
of shouting.
Oncle Jazon intuitively understood
just what Alice was doing, for ne
knew her nature and could reau her
face. His blood effervesced in an instant.
"Vive Zhorzh Vasinton! Vive la bannière d'Alice Roilssiliou!" he screamed,
waving his disreputable cap round his
scalplrss head. "Hurrah for (ïcor;;e
Washington. Hurrah for Alice Ko.is-

slllon's flag!"
Beverley nodded rather gloomily.
Helm surIt was all over soon.
λ\ ell. added the old man. lingering
rendered himself and Beverley With
anothei
and
his rifle's stock
taking
As for Oncle Jazon, he
full honors.
glance through the gate. "I can't shoot
It
at the critical moment.
wo'th a cent, bein' sort o' nervous like,
but I'll stan' by ye awhile jes' for luck.
I might accidentally hit one o' 'em."
When a man is truly brave himself
there is nothing that touches him like
un exhibition of absolutely unselfish
ganieness in another. A rush of admiration for Uncle Jazon made Beverley
feel like hugging him.
Meantime the young British olli.ei
showed a flag of truce and. with a file
L>f men. separated himself from the
line, now stationary, and approached
the stockade. At a hundred yards he
liaited the tile and came on alone,
ing the white clout. He Iwildly advanced to within easy speaking distance and shouted:
"I demand the surrender of this
wav-

disappeared

not just to his mind to be a prisof war, especially tinder existing
conditions, for Hamilton's Indian allies
had some old warpath scores to settle
with him dating back to the days
was

oner

when he and Simon Kenton were comrades in Kentucky.
When Alice snatched the banner and
descended with it te» the ground sinran swiftly out through the postern, as
she had once before done, and sped
along under cover of the low bluff ot
swell which, terracelike, bounded tit"
flat "bottom" lands southward of the
stockade. She kept on until she reach-

fort!"

Jazon s remark was the very essence
»f wisdom, but he was not yet ready
for the diplomatic language which the
Jld trooper called "soft soap."
"Are you the British commander?"
tie demanded.
"No." said the officer, "but I speak
for him."

Tell your commandthat I will hear what he has to say
from his own mouth. No understrapper
will be recognized by me."
The
That ended the conference.
"Not to me, sir.

pr

ale.

"S'posin' I hev* ιι cannon, too. scein'
it's the fashion." said Oncle Jazon. "I
:au't shoot much, but I might skeer
em. This little one ΊΙ do tne."
He set his rifle against the wall and
ft'ith Beverley's help rolled one of the
M'ivels alongside the gnns already In
ïosltlon.
In a few ndnutes Hamilton returned
indcr the white flag and shouted:
"Upon what terms will you surrenlerî"

Abortion Prevented
Saved

Mood.

a

Calf-Saved

a

Foal.

She lijlal II

high

and waved It.

ed a point opposite Father Beret's luit,
to which she then ran, the ting streaming bravely behind her in the wind,
iter heart beating time to lier steps.
It was plainly η great surprise to Father Beret, who looked up from his
prayer \\ hen she rushed in. making α
startling clatter, the loose puncheons
shaking together under her reckless

feet.

"Oh. father, here it Is!

It, quick!

Hide, It; hide

*

She thrust the flag toward him.
"They shall not have it! They shall
never have It!"
He opened wide I:is shrewd, kindly
eyes, but did not fairly comprehend her

tncanlng.

She wns panting, half laughing, half
crying. Her hair, wildly disheveled,
jiung in glorious masses over her shorulJere. Her face beamed triumphantly.
"They are taking the fort." she breathlessly added, again urging the tiag upon
him. "They're going in, but I got this
and ran iway with it. Hide It. fatherhide it quick, quick, before they come!"
The daring light in her eyes, the
witching play of her dimples, the mad-

cap air intensified by her attitude and
the excitement of the violent exercise
just endn!. something compounded of

more, anectea rne good
Involuntarily he
strangely.
a* If against a dangerthat : roe sod himself,
hi

ruese ami

4,1 lost ,onr calTes and priest

bad three more cows
Form showed signa of abortion.
One lost her calf the year
at a little over 8
Abortion before
months. Sbe was about
months
7
along and her
r(jr<)
v
V/M'
adder was badly swollen.
Cure as
Abortion
Farm
Hood
her
I gave
directed for three weeks. The swelling all
left ber and two months later she dropped
I had a mare
the best calf on the farm.
that showed signs of abortion. Gave her this
remedy and she foaled allying colt." R. C.
Thompson, Dows, Iowa.
Two siies-91 and $2.50. Large four times
dollar site. Call for treatise on Abortion
and Failure to Breed.
Hood Farm Remedies are for sale by
F. A. Shubtlxtp A Co* South Parla Ma.

when she said:
••oh if you had seen It all you would
have enjoyed It. There was Oncle Jt/.on squatting behind the little swivel.
hiid there were Captain Helm and Lie .tenant Beverley holding their burning
sticks over the big cannon ready to
shoot, all of them so Intent that they
didn't see me. and yonder came the
English officer and his anny against
the three. When they got dose to the
pate the officer cried out, 'Surrender,
ami then Captain Helm yelled back:
•Blessed if 1 Jo! Come another step
mid I'll blow you all to hades lu a secI was mightily In hopes that
ond:'
I wanted to see η
thev'd come on.
cannon ball hit that English commander

right In the face, he looked

so arro-

k'

Father Beret shook his head and
tried to look disapproving and solemn.
Meantime down at the fort Hamilton
He had seen
was demanding the tlag.
Mice take it down and supposed that
[t was lowered officially and would be
turned over to him. Now lie wanted
to bundle It as the best token of his

bloodless but important victory.
"I didn't order the flag down until
if ter 1 had accepted your terms, sa»
Helm, "and when my man started t>
cbi-y we saw a young lady snatch Κ

and run away with It."
"Who was the girl?"
"1 do not Inform on women,' sali!
[Ielui.
Hamilton smiled grimly, with a
i-exed look In his eyes, then turned to
L'aptaln Farnsworth and ordered him
to bring up M. Koussillon. who wlie;i
lie appeared still had his hands tied to

Set lier.
"Tell me the name of the young woman who carried away the fla^ trom
the fort. You saw her; you know e\ery soul In this town. Who was It.
Bir'f"

It was a hard question for il. Bous
sillon to answer. Although his humiliating captivity had somewhat cowed
liini still his love for Alice made it imDosslble for him to give the informa
tion demanded by Hamilton. He cbok
i'd and stammered, but fimuly managed to say:
"1 assure you that I don t kuow
lldu't look—I didn't see—It was too

far off for me to—1 was somewhat excited—I"—
"Take him away. Keep him securely bound," suid Hamilton. "Confine
him We'll see how long it will take to
refresh his mind. We'll puncture the
jig wind bag."
While this curt scene was passing
the tlag of Great Britain rose over the
fort to tin· lusty cheering of the vlcto

rions soldiers.
Hamilton treated Helm and Beverley
with extreme courtesy. He was u sol
dier—gruff, unscrupulous and cruel to
a degree, hut he could not help admiring the daring behavior of these two
officers who had wrung from hlin tho

Nor was it long before Helm's geniul
and sociable dis|H>sltion won the Kng
lislimnn's respect and con:!deiice to
such an extent that the two became almost inseparable conrmnions. playing
cards, brewing toddles, telling stories
and even shooting deer in the woods
together, as if they had always been

ipoke lie rubbed the doughty captaiu's?
and then patted it gently.
Helm, who was not half as excited
is he pretended to be, knew that Oncle

''We are soldiers!"
Hamilton held a confab with his officers. while his forces, under cover of
he town cabins, were deploying so
!is to form a half circle about the stoekude. Some artillery appeared and was
'Ianted directly opposite the gate, not
three hundred yards distant. One blast
»f that battery would, as Helm well
knew, level a large part of the stock-

conscious power to lier look, a dignity
which always sits well upon a young
and somewhat lmmnturely beautiful
face.
Father Beret could not resist her fervid eloquence, and he could not run
awav from her or stop up his ears
while she went on. So he had to laugh

prisoners.

arm

garrison.
"Eight for it!" Helm stormed forth.

She gave him a stvone squeeze.
He pusho;» her from him with both
bands and fif.«tl!y crossed himself, but
'lis eves wen? laughing.
"You ongli' 10 have ?ven me. I waved
:he ttar; at I hem—at the English—and
one young ol-icer took off his hat to
<>h Father Heret. It was like
iue'
what Is In a novel. They'll get the fort,
but not the banner, not the banner.
I've saved it. I've saved it.
Her enthusiasm gave a splendor to
her countenance, heightening its riches
of color and somehow adding to its
natural girlish expression an audacious
sweetness. The triumphant success of
her undertaking lent the dignity of

best terms of surrender. He gave them
full liberty, on parole of honor not to
attempt escape or to aid in any wuy
nil eneiuy against him while they were

"Well, you'll not get it, young mail!"
roared Helm, his profanity well mixed
"Not while there's·
η with the words.
κ man of us left!"
Λ e'd better use sof soap on Ίηι,
L-ap'n." said Oncle Jazon in English.
•Cussln' won't do no good." While he

Indignant,
roung officer, evidently
strode back to his line, and an hour
later Hamilton himself demanded the
unconditional surrender of the fort and

'ngton."

charm.
"Mon Dieu. Father Beret!" she ex"Haven't
rlalmed, with Impatience.
l'ou a grain of sense left? Take this
Bag and hide It. I tell you! Don't stay
there gazing and blinking. Here, quick!
l'ltey saw me take It: they may be fol'owing m ι*. Hurry, hide it somewhere!"
He con prehended now. rising from
fcis kn>cs with a queer smile broadening on his f ee. She put the banner Innis

to his hands aud gave him a

|»nsb.

gentle

"Hide it. I tr-II you; bide It, you dear
lid goose!"

the best of friends.
Hamilton did not permit his saxage
allies to enter the town, and he immediately required the French Inhabitants
to swear allegiance to Great Britain,
which they did with apparent heartiness, all save M. Uoussillon, who was
kept In close confinement and bound
like a felon, chafing lugubriously and
wearing the air of a martyr. His prison was a little log pen In one corner
of the stockade, much open to the
weather, Its gaping cracks giving him a
dreary view of the frozen landscape
through which the Wabash flowed in a
oroau,

gray current,

sieei

neim, wuo

really liked him, tried In vain to procure his release, but Hamilton was inexorable on account of what he regarded as duplicity In M. Kousslllon's conduct.

"No; I'll let him reflect," he said
"There's nothing like a little tyranny
to break up a bad case of self importance. He'll soon find out that he ha·
Dverrated himself."

CHAPTER X.
If.

ENTERTAINS

ROUSeiLLON

A

COLONEL

HAMILTON.

DAY

or two after the arrival
of Hamilton the absent garrison of buffalo hunters straggled back to Vlncennes and
were duly s^orn to demean themselves
as lawful subject· of Great Britain.

Get the Most
Out

of

Your Food

Keue de Honvtj|9 wan among tiie nrnt
to take the oath, and It promptly followed that Hamilton ordered him
pressed Into service as a woodchopper
and log hauler during the erection of a
new blockhouse, large barrack» and
the making of some extensive repaire
of the stockade.
Nothing could have
been more humiliating to the proud
young Frenchman. Every day he had

to report bright and early to a burly
Irish corporal and be ordered about ae
If he had been a slave, cursed at,
threatened and forced to work until hia
hands were blistered and hie muscles
The bitterest part of It all was
sore.
that he had to trudge past both Rou·slllon place and the Bourcler cabin,
with the eyes of Alice and Adrlenne
upon him.
Hamilton did not forget M. RoueellIon In this connection. The giant orator soon found himself face to face
with a greater trial even than Rene's.
He was calmly told by ttfe English
commander that he could choose be-

tween death and telling who It was
that stole the flag.
"I'll have you shot, sir, tomorrow
morning if you prevaricate about this
thing any longer," suld Hamilton, with
u right deadly strain In his voice. "You
told me that you knew every man.
woman and child In Vlncennes at sight.
I know that you saw that girl take the
flag. Lying does not serve your turn.
I give you until this evening to tell me
who she Is. If you fall you die at sun-

rise tomorrow."
In fact, It may be that Hamilton did
not really purpose to carry out this
bloodthirsty threat—most probably h.·
relied upon M. Roussillon's Imagination
to torture him successfully—but the effect, as time proved, could not be accurately foreseen.
Captain Farnsworth bad energy
enough for a dozen ordinary men. Hefore he had been In Vlncennes twelve
hours he had seen every nook and corner of Its surface. Nor was his activity
due altogether to i. ilitary ardor, although lie never let pass an opportunl
ty to serve the best Interests of hi;»
commander. All the while his mind

the strikingly beautiful
whose saucy countenance had so
zled him from the roof top of the
what time she wrenched away the
was

on

girl

dazfort
reb-

el flag.
"I'll find her, high or low." he thought,
"for I never could fall to recognize thai
face. She's α trump."
It was not in Alice's nature to hide
from the English. They had held the
town and fort l>efore Helm came, and
she had not found them troublesoun·
under Abbott. She did not know thai
M. Housslllon was a prisoner, the family taking it for granted that he had
gone away to avoid the English. Noi·
was she aware that Hamilton f-'lt so
keenly the disappearance of the flag.
What she did know und It gladdt ned
her greatly—was that Beverley had
been well treated by his captor. With
this in her heart she went about Rous·
sillon place singing uierry snatches of
creole songs, and when at the gat
which still hung lopsided on accotii
of Beverley's force in shutting it. sir·
came unexpectedly /ace to face with
Captain Furnsworth, there was n«*

great surprl. e

on her part.
He lifted his hat and bowed very
politely, but a bold smile broke ovi r
lie spulahis somewhat ruddy face,
in French, but in a drawling tone aun
with a bad accent.
I
"How do you do, mademoiselle.
am right gl d to see you again."
Alice drew back a pace or two. She
was quick to understand his allusion,
and she shrunk from him. fearing thai

he was going to inquire about the
"Don't be afraid." he laughed. "I am
I never did hurt a
not so dangerous.
in ull in,· life. In fact, I am fond

girl

of them when they're nice."
"I am not In the least afraid." she replied, assuming an air of absolute dismissal. "and you don't look a bit feroYou may pass on ii
cious, monsieur.
you please."

"Suppose

runc ι

00111 p.-iss

on;

u«r

ventured, with Just a susplclou of ins· loftce In his attitude, but
laughing until he showed te th of re
inarkuble beauty and whiteness. "Sup
lit11«·
pose that I should wish to have a
chat with you, mademoiselle?"
"I have been told that there are men
In the world who think tbemse'ws
handsome and clever and lirllliant
when In fact they are hut conceited
simpletons," she remarked rather Indifferently. muffling herself In hi r fur
wrap. "You certainly would be it fair..·
Kood hltehliiir post for our horses if
I
you never moved." Then she laugh)
out of the depth of her ho-nl, η perfect
ly merry laugh, but not In the least

presently

flattering to Captain Karnswortli's van
ity. He felt the scorn that It coin-eyed.

She laid a shapely hand on the bro
ken gate and pushed It open.
"I beg your pardon, mademoiselle."
His manner softened as he spoke. "1
beg your pardon, but I came to s;-cak t··
you about the flag—the flag yon took
away from the fort."
She had been half expecting this, but
she was quite unprepared, and io spi
of all she could do showed embarrass
ment.
"I have come to get the flag. If you
win kindly bring It. to me or tell me
where It Is I"
She quickly found words to Interrupt
him with, and at tie same time by a
great effort pulled herself together
"You have come to the wrong place,"
"I assure /ou that I
she Hung in.
"

haven't the tlag
"You took it down, mademoiselle."
"Oh, did I?"
"With bewitching grace you did.
I saw and admired.
mademoiselle.
Will you fetch It. please?"
"Indeed I won't."
"More depends ui»on returning that
flag than you are probably aware of."
he presently said In a more sorior*
tone. "In fact, the life of one of your
townsmen and a person of some imhere, I iK'lleve. will surely I

portance
saved by it.
mademoiselle.

You'd better consldi
You wouldn't like to
cause the death of a man."
"Who Is it?" she frankly demanded.
"It Is the mayor, the big man of your
town-M. Koussiilon. I think he calls
himself. He's got himself Into a tight
place. He'll be siiot tomorrow morning

If that flag Is not produced,
Hamilton has so ordered, and what be
orders is done."
"You Jest, monsieur."
"I assure you that I speak the plain
f.'ovornor

You don't » ml can't if your stomach
ie weak. A weak stomach does not digest all that is ordinarily taken into it. truth."
It gets tired easily, and what it fails to
"You will probably catch M. Rousslldigest is wasted.
k>n before you ehoot him." She tossed
Among the signs of a weak stomach her head.
are uneasiness after eating, fits of ner"He is already a prisoner in the
vous headache, and disagreeable belch-

fort"
ing.
Alice turned pale.
"I have taken Hood's Sarsaparilla atdltlerent times fur stomach troubles, and a
"Monsieur, Is this true?" Her voice
have
and
the
system,
run down condition of
had lost its happy tone. "Are you tellbeen greatly benefited by its use. I would
not be without it in my family. I aru trou- ing me that to"—
"You can verify it, mademoiselle, by
bled especially in summer with weak stomach and nausea and find Hood's Sarsaparilla calling upon the commander at the
invaluable." Ε. B. Hickman, W.Chester, Pa.
fort I am sorry that you doubt my
▼eracity. If you will go with me I

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

and Pills

Strengthen and tone the stomach and
the whole digestive system.

will show you M. Roussillon a tightly

bound prisoner."

Jean had crept out of the gnte and

standing just behind Alloc, with
his feet wide apart, Ills long chin elevated. his head resting far bick behis upthrust shoulders, hie
tween
hands in Ills pockets, his uncanny eyes
He
(razing steadily at Farnsworth.
looked like a deformed frog ready to
was

Jump.

Alice unmistakably saw truth In th·
captain's countenance and felt it In
The reality came to her
his voice.
M. Roussilwith unhindered effect.

lon's life depended upon the return of
the Hag. Sje put her bands together
and for a moment covered her eyes
with them.
"I will no now, mademoiselle," said
Farnsworth, "but I hope you will be
In great haste about returning the

flag."

Jean took hold of Alice's dress as she
turned to go back Into the house.
"Is he going to take the flag? Can
he tind It? What does he want with
It? What did you do with the flag,
Alice?" h»· whined In his peculiar,
quavering voice. "Where Is It?"
lier skirt dragged him along as she

walkerf.

"Where d'd you put It, Alice?"
"I a her Heret hid It under his floor,"
she answered Involuntarily and almost
unconsciously. "I shall have to take
It hack and ^Ive It up."
No--no I wouldn't," he quavered,
d .ηιΊη,.' across the veranda as she
« i.iik.'ii·.!
her pace and fairly spun
him along. "I wouldn't let 'em have
it at all."
Alice's mind was working with lightHer Imagination took
ning s cri'.
strong grip on the situation so briefly

and effectively sketched by Captain

Her derision formed It-

Farnsworth.
self quickly.

I am going to the
Don't tell Mamma Kousslllon a
thing, lie a good boy."
She was gone before Jean could say
Sh>i meant to face Hamilton
u word.
at once and In? sure what danger menOf course, the
aced M. Kousslllon.
flag must be given up If that would
save her foster father any pain, and
If his life w re iu question there could

"Stay here. Jean.

fort.

be too great haste on her part.
She ran directly to the stockade gate
and breathlessly Informed a sentinel
that shi· must see Governor Hamilton,
into whose presence she was soon led.
Captain Farnsworth had preceded her
not

but α minute or two. and was present
when she entered the miserable shed
room where the commander was having another talk with M. Kousslllon.
The meeting was a tableau which
would have been comical but for th>
pressure oi' its tragic possibilité
Hamilton, si »rn and sententious, stood
frowning ui on M. Kousslllon, who sat
upon the ground, his feet and bauds
tightly bound, a colossal statue of in-

jured Innocence.
[TO

UK

CONTLfiTlD.]
I* That Win·.

What It

A country worn,mi remarked to her
neighbor during a conversation on their
return from market, "How is it. Mary,
that you have been married lour times,
and I've never been married at all, and
I'm much handsomer than you?"
"Aye, to be sure." returned Mary,
"but It ain't handsomeness that does
It, Sarah. It's the 'come hither' iu your

Λιι KukIUIi Borough.
In the days of "rotten boroughs" In
England that of Gattou Park Is said to
have been the worst It had only one
qualified voter, and yet It returned two
members of parliament. Of course

with this right the property was very
valuable, and in 1830 it was purchased
by Lord Monson for $500,000. Τ το
years later It was disfranchised.
A

I)»nit>atle I

if >.

nrornrrn

Xaggeby—ïou say thai is a picture of
the comptroller of the currency and his
wife?

Wnggsby-Never! 1 said that was
the currency and that that is ills wife
with him, but controller of his whenever!—Baltimore American.
Rope· and Strlnyx.
"He seems to think he's a

winner

with the girls."
"Yes, he thinks he knows the ro|»es."
"I guess that's why it's so easy for
them to get him on a string."—Philadelphia Ledger.
Obatlnate.

Magistrate (sternly»—Didn't I tell you

the last time you were here I never
wanted you to come before me again?
Prisoner—Yes, sir, but I couldn't
make the policemen believe it.

PROFIT
The matter of feed îs of
tremendous

importance

to

the

Wrong feeding is
loss. Right feeding is profit
The up-to-date farmer knows

farmer.

vhat
the

feed his

to

most

the

milk, his

most

get the

pork,

cows

to

get

pigs

to

get

his hens to

most eggs.

Science.

But how about the children ?

Are

they

science,
are

a

to

bone food if bones

undeveloped, a
muscle food if they

soft and

flesh and
are

according

fed

thin and weak and

a

blood

food if there is anemia?
Scott's Emulsion is

a

mixed

food ; the Cod Liver Oil in it
makes

flesh, blood and muscle,

the Lime and Soda make bone
and brain.
scientific

It is the standard
food

for

delicate

children.
Send for free

simple.

B« »ure that this picture ia
the form of a label Wont!
crtrf ootlle ei
wrapper of every
EmuUioo jroi
you buy.

Scott&Bowne
CHEMISTS.
409 Petri St. N.Y.
99c. and $11 «Π

y
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THE OXFORD BEAB8.
THE OOINQ8 OF THE WEEK IN AU
SECTIONS OF THfc COUNTY.

Paris HUI.

Bockfleld.

BetbeL

West Paris.

Rev. Mr. Athearn has arrrived here
with bis goods from Lisbon Palls, and
will soon be settled at the Baptist parsonage.
Lucy Atwood of Rumford Palls is
visiting her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
0. B. Atwood.
Two men from Turner, Messrs. Prince
and Phillips, had four deer shipped to
this station from up country and came
for them Wednesday.
A pool club has been organized here.
Articles of agreement are: no minors, no
loafers, none but members of the club
allowed in the rooms, no one save a guest
of a member may enter by invitation,
and this with some is just "orful" compared with the carom board.
A carload of cattle bought in Sumner
and paid for in checks, appears to be a
dead loss to the farmers as the checks
are worthless.
One man is reported to
be in the deal for over 1300.
I forgot to mention Stanwood Withington's buck he bought home about
two weeks ago. It was a nice one,
weighing about 170 pounds dressed.
One of these cold evenings Mrs. C. S.
Childs rode down with her husband to
his store clad in a fur overcoat and cap.
"Now," says Con to Mrs. Childs, "don't
He went into
you epeak going home."
the store and said to his clerk, "There's
a man in the sleigh who wants to be carried to Elmer Austin's. He will give 50
cents and you may have the change. He
is as deaf as a haddock." Off they go,
not a word was spoken (so deaf you
know) until passing her home a short
announced the safe arrival of herself and distance, when she thought sbe would
little Margaret at Gibraltar, and after a not ride farther, and so stated. With
vision of a half
passage of nine days more they are to her familiar voice the
dollar was dispelled, and Stan's temperareach the Italian shore.
Mrs. W. A. Bunting and little daugh- ture cooled perceptibly.
Robert and Mrs. Tyler bave a daughter
ters, who have been visiting her parents
in Bethel, went to South Paris Friday to born Dec. 17.
visit Mrs. Fred Chandler, Mrs. Bunting's
Rumford Falls.
sister.
Samuel A. Burleigh of Everett, Mass.,
Friday, the Bethel Federation of
Clubs met in the Universalist Chapel; has been elected superintendent of
this being the first meeting of the season schools in Rumford and Mexico, to sucis a
reports from the secretaries of the sever- ceed Payeon Smith. Mr. Burleigh
native of Maine and a graduate of Colby
al clubs were given.
Friday evening the Christian Kn- in the class of '04. He is a son of the
deavorers held a sociable in Garland late Hall C. Burleigh of Vassalboro.
For two years and a half after graduating
Chapel.
Christmas will be observed as usual by from college he edited the Waterville
Sabbath Sentinel, and has since been engaged in
several
churches and
the
Schools in the village.
teaching. He is well recommended for
the position.
Strathglass Commandery, K. T., was
Bryant's Pond.
Grand Commander P. C.
Post office hours will be 7:30 A. m. to inspected by
Thayer of Waterville Friday evening,
7:30 p. m. from this date, Dec. 17th.
was served bj
The Christmas festival at the Baptist the 11th. The banquet
church.
house will bo Friday evening, instead of the ladies of the Universaliet
The new post office, re-arranged sinct
Thursday evening as reported last week.
iuto effect here, if
All are invited to bring their presents to free delivery went
pronounced one of the handsomest in
put on the tree.
last week the etate.
Mrs. Ilermon

The stores are gav in their Christmas
regular meeting )t Onward
Rebeksh Lodge last Tuesday evening attire. The stores that carry a "general
the following general officers were elect- line of goods" are well supplied with
Christmas, goods aod Mr. King, Misses
ed:
Buraham and Hall, also the two drugN. G —Bertha A. Cole.
who make a specialty of ChristV. G.—.Wattle E. Tuell.
gists,
Kec.Sec —Emma A.Swan.
mas goods, have their windows decoratr. Sec.—Jullaette Γ. Curtis.
ed most attractively. Never has there
Τ real
Emily L. Kmmona.
been a more tempting display of holiday
The offioers will be installed at the first
aud the person must be hard to
regular meeting in January by the dis- goods, who cannot
find something to
trict officers, and a lunch or treat will be please
Toys from the smallest to
served. It was voted not to have a pub- purchase.
large toys for the grown up boys and
lic installation.
and useful and dainty presents for
Mr. Geo. A. Brooks of Norway spent girls,
and old may be found in our
the day at G. W. Bryant's lasc Tuesday. young
stores. A great effort has been made to
Miriam and Mildred Dunhum, the two
accommodate the patrons and it is but
daughters of H. R. Dunham of Water- iuet that our
people patronize our own
ville, have been spending a week with
traders.
their grandparents, Mr. and'Mrs. S. W.
Miss Lillian Stearns, on Main Street,
Dunham.
a nice line of fancy and useful artiThe drama, "Under the La irels," was has
cles for the Christmas season. The
evenPond
last
at
t's
Friday
played
Bryan
window decoratione are very pretty and
ing for the benefit of the actors, the enbe a pleasure to Miss Stearns and
tertainment in no way being connected it will
her clorks to show the goods.
with the Univerealist Sunday School.
Mrs. Perkins of Auburn, who has
Will Willis is getting better from the
spent the summer with her sister at the
grippe.
home.
The Christmas entertainment will be Howard, has returned to her
Plenty of dry wood is being drawn
on Christmas eve, December 24, at the
into market at 94.50 per cord.
Baptist church. Every one cordially inThuKday evening, the ladies of the
vited to come.
a chicken pie
The Baptist sale at Grange Hall last Methodist society served
which was very successful.
Wednesday afternoon and evening was a supper
Mrs. Nora Marsden, graduate nurse of
pleasant and successful affair. The hall the Massachusetts
General Hospital, has
was prettily decorated with* evergreen
a very flattering position
and red crepe paper. Four tables were been called to
nurse in a Philadelphia
arranged across the four corners of the as head night
hall, the two fancy tables beir'g in charge hospital.
A cablegram from Mrs. A. E. Herrick
of Miss Mary A. Dana, Miss Ella Berry,
At the

»

Hats and

Caps.

This
more useful present ?
offers the latest out in Hats
and Caps. Our stock is complete at
all times.
Our leader in hats is the Suffolk.
This popular hat comes in the derby
and soft styles. We have it in several shapes, to fit all faces, $2.00.
Other styles in Derbys, $1.00 and

What

store

FOR CHRISTMAS

Neckwear.
is

Our Christmas stock of Neck\vc.n

crisp and fresh—bright

with the

colorings.

Νυ·
newest designs and
Capt. U. W. Lyon came to the Hill
where else can be found such a broad
Thursday to remain until after ChristA Τ WOOD St
FORBES, mas. He has completed his turn of aea
variety, such exclusive designs. The
duty in command of the Olympia, and
newest shapes in Tecks, Strings,
Editor· and PreprltUn.
now begins again on shore duty.
Bows and Fonr-in hands, 25c. ami
J. B. and A. L. Cole went to Portland
GEOBUK M. ATWOOU.
Α. Ε. FORBKS.
work
mason
of
do
a
to
50c.
job
Wednesday
which will take them about two weeks.
Τ κ km· —#1.S0 a year If pal<l strictly In advance.
J. E. Libby from Portland was at J.
< tberwlee $3 00 »
Single copie· * cent». L. Chase's over Sunday.
$2.00.
yew
are Incoming and
Our Soft
Kev. A. P. Wedge, a former pastor of
the Baptist church in this place, closes
wide rims, low crowns, and
sensible,
An old favorite for gifts. The new
Coming Events.
his pastorate of the Carew Street Baptist
are here, $1.00
all the correct
Bands are made of
Arm
silk
church in Springfield, Mass., Jan. 1st,
to $2.00.
buckle
elastic, finished with
and goes to a large church in Lowell,
Jan 5.—Oxfonl Pomona Orange, Norway.
in
for men and
Winter
and silk ribbon bow. Red, blue and
Mass.
Hev. J. H. Little preached a very
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
other shades, each in separate box,
great
interesting and instructive Christmas
Golf
caught over in front,
25c., 50c. and $! .00.
last
church
the
at
Universaliet
sermon
t'hrlatmae.
Fur
woolen cloth, for men, 50c.,
heavy
Holiday Goods.
Sunday morning.
for boys, 25c. and 50c. Other styles
t hangé In Candy.
Mrs. George A. Gibbs returned SaturProbate Notice*.
from the hospital at Lewiston where
50c. and $1.00.
Notice of Appointment.
day
two
Alaska Sealskin
Legislative Ν otlce. fur
she has been several weeks for surgical
Discharge.
Bankrupt'* Petition
A
treatment.
showing of Holiday
for
The Late Bird Gets the Worm.
of
the
The annual roll call
Baptist
Dr. Austin Tentiey.
Gloves and Mittens for men and
church will be held on Friday, Jan. 1st.
All sorts and kinds of good
Joel M. Babb.
There will be an afternoon meeting at
are in our stock.
1903.
Dec.
15,
Maine,
in
served
Hall,
a
Mexico,
2:30, supper
Cummings
in kid, c.ijn
Unlined dress
Joel M. Babb, aged >'>2 years, died and an evening meeting with sermon by
a
after
12tn
inst.,
the
of
Bucktield.
Athearn
W.
I).
and castor, 50c., $1.00 and
Kev.
to men
are
Saturday,
Sweaters
sod
The union Christmas tree of the two
short but painful illness. He wiw a
All shades of brown and peail
for out-door wear. We have an
of John M. and Adaline (Jones) Babb. Sunday Schools will be held at the Bapwool dined kid and castor gloveei
of
unusually full assortment of these
tist church Friday evening, the exercises Mrs. C. E. Loveland and Miss Lulie E.
ami had lived in this town the most
in
come
A present that is sure to be from
place
Fancy Shirts always
50c. to $1.50.
the time since his birth. When 20 year» beginning at 7:30. A cordial invitation Tuell; Mrs. Anna White, Miss Emma A.
garments.
in a man'» wardrobe. Our showing appreciated.
Woolen Gloves, black and
old he enlisted in Co. D, 12th Maine is extended to all who desire, to bring Swan and Mrs. Elmer Hammond served
Men's Sweaters in black, gray,
is
this
Plain white cambric, turkey red,
in
The 12th Maine in presents to be placed on the tree.
Volunteer Infantry.
maroon and fancy stripes for $1.50
light and heavy weight, 2Sc.
the ice cream and cake, and 'Irs. Walter
blue and figured Handkerchiefs, 5c. and
was largely made up of Oxford County
Please bring them early.
strong.
Miss
at
the
table.
Cole
presided
apron
and $2.00.
50c
was Elisha
D
of
Co.
The captain
men.
Laundered shirts, white ground each, 6 for 25c.
Eva Marshall also had a table, at one side
White Sweaters for men $3.50.
B.
Heavy weight gloves and mittens,
Oreenwood.
Winter; the lieutenants were Henry
of the hall. In the evening Lee Marshall
with neat black stripes, blue figures,
White Handkerchiefs, hem stitch- lined with the be st lamb skin, three
other
and
red,
patterns,
Walton and Christopher C. Κ ic hard son,
The rain last Sunday carried off nearly
gray
Fancy
gave several nice selections oirhis graphoetc etc., 50c. and $1.00.
ed, ioc., 3 for 25c.
$1 75, $: 00 and $2.25.
all lawyers or law students, and living in half the snow and came very near spoil$3.50 and $4.00.
phone.
time of
white bosoms for $1.00.
All Linen Handkerchiefs, 15c. and
the
the
or near Dixtield village at the
Fancy
morning
vest
with
Tuesday
Fur gloves, buck palm, nutria
sleighing.
ing
of 1 rap Corner,
Blue and gray sweaters,
Henry
George
their enlistment.
Soft bosom shirts, many colors for a5c·
temperature was six below zero, the first who was reported sick last woek, rapidly
back, long gauntlet wrist, for $.(.50.
collars, for $2.00.
Mr. Babb loaves a widow, two sons time it has reached the cypher this winA new weave, called the Linene,
worse until pneumonia' developed.
choosing, blue, black, green
made
grew
your
A strong showing of Boys' Gloves.
in
new
The
and
sweaters,
Fred
style
and three married daughters.
ter.
Everybody thought that was cold His case was complicated rtith a heart
and
for
and tan stripes,
$1.00. veiy soft, 15c.
50c.
Wristers in several styles 2^c. per
to button up at the throat, two colors,
Arthur, the sous, live here. Mrs. Datus enough, but since we have learned that trouble of long standing anfl in spite of
One line of soft shirts, two collars
Initial Handkerchiefs, white and
Merrilll and husband live in Bethel, Mrs. in northern New York it was 18 below all which could be done he
black and Oxford,
passed on to
for 50c.
colored initials, 10c., 15c., 25c. and
David Kodgerson and Mrs. Bert I. How- and the snow three feet deep; and in the
life last Thursday morning,
The Spalding Sweaters in gray like shirt,
higher
ard live here also.
Chicago several persons froze to death, Dec. t7. Mr. Briggs is a metnber of the
50c.
and black, three
$3.00,
Funeral services were held in the while many others just escaped with Methodist church and is one of our well
Silk Handkerchiefs, 25c. and 50c.
and
Union church Monday forenoon, Kev. their lives. And yet the almanac man known and
respected citizens, bavinp
for
sweaters
blue
Mr. Hanuaford, assisted by Kev. C. L. tells us that winter doesn't begin until served as selectman for the
50c.
tawn, and in
Wonder what he calls
not give him a House Coat
Parker, conducting the religious service. the Î~2d inst.
his social life winning many friends He
Suspenders make desirable HoliGray, maroon, blue and black
Two brothers and two sisters of Mr. this?
else quite takes the plao of
was born in Hartford 05 ye irs ago and
with different colored col- day gifts. We have all colors, red,
Nothing
sweaters,
A
delegain
this
the
vicinity.
One man froze his big toe during
Babb reside
was the son of Rev. George and Martha
We have .1
one of these garments.
etc. in silk and satin,
[
for
were
blue,
lars,
$1.00.
comrades
a
pink,
and
secure
in
wears
Come
Grand
tion of
Army
cold wave and now goes lame and
to-day
(Kilbreth) Briggs. As a young man he
stock.
and
full
with
tasteful
of them act- an extra large rubber.
for
four
Sweaters
embroidered
Other
funeral,
complete
the
at
$1.50
patterns,
boys,
present
lived in this vicinity, and married In
Holiday umbrella for your friends.
Adelbert
Plain blue and brown coats for
The raiu did nothing towards filling 1806
each in fancy individual box, 50c. There's no Christmas
and $2 00.
ing as hearers, B. F. Virgin,
Mary Ellen Marshall. He leaves the
gift that will
Kidder, Edward Stevens and Cyrus L. the fountains, and some of the farmers following children: George Lineas and
to $1.00.
$5.00.
full
better.
A
assortthem
at
Howard. His remains were inteired
have to drive their cattle a long distance
Plain blue, brown and Oxford gi ;
Charles K., who are both married and
ment.
He was a respectable and to water the same as before.
Dixtield.
5OC. tO $2.OO.
live near the old homestead; Franks.,
Mr
takes
coats, lined with
death
The papers received during the past married and
respected citizen and his
spent
Billings
living at Portland; Carrie
from the few older residents of our town week are too numerous to mention in
aud
Mrs.
Horatio
Mr.
her
with
and
lives
married
Mr.
Fret!
Bird
parents,
E., who
our
East Hebron.
We are careful to
Blue coats, with
one who will be sadly missed.
detail, but thanks to the senders all the in Worcester, Mass.; Inez M., living at Bryant.
These Vests come in several patsizes from
All
full.
and
furnish
BillSabbath
During the last few months of 1901' same.
rain
last
Shirts
is
the
Cushman
The
for $6.oo.
Arthur
teaching
long
a
school
Ada
copious
and
M.,
successful
home,
terns of heavy fabrics, they are lined
itn
in
this
deaths
seven
there have been
Our fish peddler has just been here teachei in this
ed several days' supply to man ant 14 1-2 to ι S neck are in stock.
ings Hill school.
vicinity.
Collars made of extra quality linen
front and back with heavy woolen
mediate vicinity. Isaac Bradeen, Wm. 1 and reports the sleighing as decidedly
Helen Cushman is at Rumford Falls beast but none for our wells and brooks
The funeral of Mr. Briggs· was held at
In Outing Flannel, various colors, and interlined with a textile buckskin.
E.
Edward
Hayes.
II.
Heed,
Lewis
by the best manufacturers in the
Holt,
J. T..Dunbar has moved into th«
rough.
home
at 11 o'clock last Sunday stopping with her sister, Mrs. John
the
and $1.00.
Mrs. H. A. Holt. Hazen G. Virgin ani!
Joseph Emmons passed away on the morning. The morning services at both Welch.
building known as the Barnabas Perrj 50c.
They button up high in the neck, country, 15c. each, 2 for 25c.
White Cotton Robes, gome plain
Joel M. Babb bave all passed to th< Oth inst. after having been in feeble the church and
Mrs. Deshon of Auburn arrived at building, until he has time to find t
Linen Cuffs, 25c.
the throat and chest.
were omitted and
If in doubt, try a Muflier. Λ mutichapel
fully
it
other shore, all of them having been
health for a long time. He leaves a
Fred's the first of the week.
farm to his mind.
white, others with colored trimming,
Rubber Collars, dull finish. 25c , ler makes a
many relatives and friends went to pay her son
We have them in three
present that is very usethis town many years: and besides thos« widow, two sons and a daughter. His a last tribute of
wife
are
went
and
Farnum
and
Fred
Deshon
James
John
making
and
Harper
respect to the one who
$1.25.
50c., 75c., $1.00
and $2.50.
Cuffs, 40c.
ful. The new style,
$2.00
Mutiler"
ohler persons and longer residents here youngest son. Herbert Emmons, was has
$1.50,
to Gilead deer hunting near the close of arrangements to move into their new
services
were
The
passed beyond.
Boys' Outing Night Shirts for 50c.
Mrs. Jarvis W. Dorr, a young womai killed a few years ago in West Paris by conducted
in cotton and worsted, plain and
Kev. D. F. Nelson, pastor the open season, and shot a deer apiece. home in a short time.
by
few
a
but
town
in
years the explosion of a steam boiler.
who has lived
Mr. and Mrs. Horatio Houghton will
Gilbert Roberts has finished work foj
Granite
of the Methodist church.
colorings, 25c. and 50c.
has died. The above named do no<
And now it seems that John F. Howe
John Harper for the present, and hai
Mufflers made in the large handLodge of Masons, of which r.he deceased stop at Frank Cushman's this winter.
make up the full list. Several new of Bethel and Fannie Brooks have be- was a
Miss Eva McAllister has been quite gone home.
member, also assisted in the
kerchief
silk and worsted, 25c.
wife.
comers have passed away, children am:
come husband and
Supposing service.
sick, but is convalescing.
Report says there will be a Christmat
and
we
cheerto
in
adults, whose names I never knew fa
be
order,
congratulations
Mrs. Emily Felt attended State Grange tree in the church on Christmas eve, anc
for men and
Buttons
E. Ricker had a relapse
Cuff
Albert
Mr.
miliarly enough to recall them at thii fully send them ours.
The new Essex and
and the physicians fear his Sase has de- at Waterville last week, and will visit church fair will occur Jan. 7tb, 1904.
many delicate designs, 25c. and 50c.
time.
Our teacher, Mr. Bowman, boardi
veloped into acute Bnght's disease. He her aged mother at Freeport before she
shapes, in plain and figured Micks
Collar Buttons, 10c. each, 3 foi
Northwest Bethel.
of
school
term
this
home.
Saunders
I.
F.
with
returns
is considered in a serious condition.
and delicate
On the Massachusetts Coast.
shades, 50c., $1.00
Archie Felt sold his span of work
Chester Bucknam is selling his press 25c.
Durward Mason spent a few days at
Hiram Keen and family .have moved
and
Shirt Studs from 10c. to 50c.
ed hay and delivers it at Hebron. H<
horses to Andrews Bros, at Norway.
his uncle's, Sylvan us Mason's, last week. into Will Hall's house for the winter.
Mont Leach and neihew of Winthrop has hauled for several days six loads pei
VAKIOl'S CHOPS RAISED ΓΗΚΚΕ, WU1CI
Little Irene Kilgore is quite sick with
Rev. D. F. Nelson mac'.e a trip of
a serious throat trouble.
three or four days to Cornish last week. were guests at John Titus' over Sunday. day. Rumor is abroad that he gets $1'
ΛKK NOT KNOWN in UAHTKoKD.
Fred Kilgore and Rob Eninan each
Ellie Curtis lost a valuable steer last
Harry McXally and wife have moved per ton.
L. R. Ilodsdon shod ten horses ot
have a new horse.
Thursday, the animal getting hooked into Reuben Whitman's house.
West Drxui ky, Mass., Dec. 10, 1903.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Freeman of Bos- Tuesday, the 8th, hauled water for eh
Frank Brown is at Win. Chapman's to by the other cattle so he ha;l to be killFor the last twenty-four hours tin work for the winter.
ton are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. cows and a horse at 4:30 A. u., and hac
ed.
weather has been close haul to zero, bu
Arthur Ricker.
two fine pigs butchered, helping on thi
Kuth Mason and Sadie Scribner are
»» mis întemis 10 eiari ui.s
rrauii l,.
Good dry oak wooi
we all keep warm.
The spool mill has been shut down dressing a part of the time.
both out of school with bad colds for saw mill at Greenwood the Monday after
will start the frost if anything will
I have arranged to have T. A.
There is now a rush to Lewiston am
Christmas. This week he s at Green- since Monday night.
company.
Then we have good hot clam chowder
Robert Crockett has been laid up for Auburn for ChriBtmas goods. A tini
S. S. Bennett of Gorham was the guest I wood a part of the time working for the
Huston & Co. of Auburn send me
beat
hot
and
good
good hot tish chowder,
Christmas gathering is anticipated.
of Seth Mason for some days recently.
Paris Manufacturing Co., fixing their some days with sciatic rheumatism.
twice a week.
*
pure, fresh
porridge. That good hot bean porridg*
I mill ready to run.
Eight from Jefferson Lodge, F. and
S
heat.
animal
hot
Lovell.
red
will get up a
They are one of the oldest and most
Andover.
The Paris Manufacturing Co. have A. M., visited Paris Lodge Tuesday even1
we are proof against the elemeuts.
reliable
makers in Maine and
The Ladies' Library Club waa enter
Died, in Andover, Dec. 9, Helen, torn out the timbers inside the section ing.
The able bodied men are now clearing
E. A. Clark, night operator, has tained Wednesday afternoon at the hom<
use
the most pure and wholeMrs. Clayton of their plant called the oN mill, and
of Mr. and
daughter
it
call
"bog
up cranberry bogs. They
will take off the upper story and build a been transferred to Island Pond. Mr. of Mrs. S. F. Heald.
some ingredients.
Sweatt, aged 3 years.
THI8 CHRISTMAS SEASON HAS BROUGHT OUT TWO NOVELTIES,
giu," and when they meet at the ston
The ladies' circle of the village will b<
Died in Andover, Dec. 13, Wm. H. monitor roof similar to the? roof which Black takes his place here. Ile and
SHOWN BEFORE. ONE, CALLED FRENCH
BEEN
NOT
HAVE
WHICH
in the evening they inquire, "How ar«
Christmai
at
the
church.
the
hotel.
entertained
was put on the new addition.
They in- wife board at
Talbot, aged 90 years.
you getting along boggin'?"
The officers of Jefferson Chapter, O. evening supper will be served followe<
STAG, AND THE OTHER, DULL WAX FINISHED BRASS BOUND
Mr. Hanson Hodgman met with a tend to do the work at once.
The men as far as 1 know about her*
Grant!
will
be
installed
a short entertainment and Chrietma!
E.
M.
S.
Davis
and
Milby
Mrs.
publicly
S.,
by
HANDKERCHIEF AND GLOVE BOXES.
accident Dec. 4 by breaking his
daughter
painful
at
rule
are very industrious; as a
they
Matron, Mrs. Rose Johnson of Gorham, trees.
dred were in Portland over Sunday.
arm and dislocating his shoulder.
right
am
business
ow
n
tend strictly to their
ΡΚΟΒΛΤΕ NOTICE».
D. \V. Russell has been ill recently.
Miss Bertha Poor has been visiting in
By invitation, Mr. H. G.'Brown and in the evening of Jan. 1st.
Fountains
have very little time to meddle wit!
To nil |x>reonn Interested In either of the Estait*
The Christian Circle was entertaine(
The Universalist dramatic club of
Rumford Falls the past week.
family spent the day last Friday, Dec. IS,
named :
hereinafter
other people's. They keep quite a lot ο
of pleasure and ink combined in the
Miss Alice Poor is in Lewiston, a I and partook of a nice dhmer at the West Paris presented the drama entitled Tuesday evening at the vestry by Mrs
This is very neat, rich in appearance and
At a l'roi.ate Court, hcl<t at Paris, In au<I
hens, have incubators and good mora
"Under the Laurels" at Grange Hall Fri- 0. C. Eastman and Mrs. J. E. Paru ham
Fountain
Pen.
W.
Parker
of
Mr.
S.
the
ochome
I
of
Miss
Sands.
the
for
makes a nice present.
County of Oxfora, on the thlnl Tuesday of
characters. They raise clams on th< guest
H. R. Andrews has begun logging or
The Parker Pen is not one that will cause
Dec., In the year of our Lord one thousand
Mr. R. A. G rover will start up his casion being the 74th birthday of Mr. day evening, Dec. 18.
$2.50
An ink well with cut glass bottle,
shore with a forked hoe when the weath
nine
and three. The following matter
hundred
cut
the lot back of Ileald'e mill pond,
dowel mill the 21st. He has a large Brown and Mrs. Dunham., By coincidirty fingers after carrying in pocket.
Clothes Brush, with Sterling Silver mounthaving been presented for the action thereupon
er is
Brownfield.
pleasant. Large docks of geesi crew cutting birch for him.
and skidding the timber on the hil
both were bom on the same
It has the anti-break cap feature—an
dence
ting
$2.50
hereinafter
It Is hereby okhekkd
Indicated.
they
ing,
and durks fly over every day bound foi
That notice thereof l>e given to all persons In
accident policy good for one year, and
$2.50
The schools are progressing finely with date, Mr. Brown in Plymouth, Maine,
Fearfully cold Thursday. A heavy which will be drawn later. Ilerber
Handsome Manicure Set,
a
winter quarters. They raise lots of sea
terested,
causing
are
copy of thli* order to be
by
choppinf
the lucky curve feature makes the pen a
$3.50
the same corps of teachers as last term. and Mrs. Dunham in Woods'.ock, Maine. rain Saturday night and Sunday causing Taylor and Sewell Butters
Beautiful Brush, Comb and Mirror,
three week* successively In the Ox
weed by the help of the tide. Gunner
published
for him. O. C. Eastman will draw th<
beside one of those which cause
Mrs. Dunham was Rachfll Andrews the streets to be very slippery.
a
a
from
and
Mr.
Holden
has
fopl Democrat. a newspaper published at South
Rev.
returned
brush
luxury
nice
and
Comb
Brush,
go down to the shore, shoot geese an<
Pari·, In said County, that they may appear ai a
$1.50 to $6.00
Charles Wentworth, while out hunt- timber to the pond.
$2.00
visit to Massachusetts and is giving his the daughter of Rev. Ziba aiid Thankful
dirty lingers,
beauty,
Probate Court to
be hel<l at Pari*,
on
ducks and raise h—that is, Cain, by th<
Mrs. Betsey C. Andrews is visiting al
I (Wasburn) Andrews, and was married in iug for deer froze one of his feet and it
hearers their money's worth.
with handsome Stag back
Brushes
the
third Tuesday of January, A. D. 1904, at '.·
Military
help of a jug of whiskey.
the village.
$2.50
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard there
The hay presser is doing the town 1849 to Mr. S. W. Dunham, and they is feared it will have to be amputated.
Silver mounts, pair,
and
Sterling
will
bea:
near
As Christmas draws
you
on If they see cause.
The teacher of the grammar school,
with his new engine and press, lived over 40 yeais of their married lift
the ladies asking one another, "Wher< ( pressing
Newry.
I 15 to 20 tons a day. Oscar Pressey owns at North Paris. Mr. Dunham was foi Mr. Granville, is still on the sick list at
HENRY F. BR1CKETT, late of Andover.
are you going for your Christmas près
I many years a merchant at that place his home in Porter.
Born Dec. loth, to the wife of J. S.
the outfit.
deceased; petition that Hiram D. Abbott or
About 50 books of various titles left which
ents, boston or Brockton?" What womei ,
some other sultab'e person
lie appointed a«
There is quite a good display of Allen, a daughter. (9$ lbs.)
The
close
time
on deer is welcomed by and for 10 years postmaster.
Eighteen
I
am
out
at
bargains.
closing
A very complete line of good quality box
1 have got acquainted with are th<
administrator presented by Annie Brlckett,
W. A. Poster had the misfortune to
the
of our people, as the last years ago he retired from business and Christmas goods at Mr. Blake's and Mrs.
75c.
$1.50 books for
sister.
in a great variety of shades.
goods
toughest and hardest working women snowmajority
afforded such an excellent oppor- they moved to this place. Mrs. Dunham Burnell's.
lose a horse recently.
Others in proportion.
ever met, and the white oaks are thi
Whiting's "Lohengrin" in white, cloth
RUfUS BRYANT, late of Hartford, deceased.
There was a large attendance at th<
tunity for the hunters to get their turn I has been a faithful homemaker and hat^
50c.
East Brownfield.
finish,
box,
petition for license to sell and convey real ertat··
toughest I ever met.
had a family often children, of whom
which they all did.
supper and sale of fancy articles, giver
40c.
Hemstitched and Rope Edge, box,
Wm. Cl'SHMan.
presented by Frank H. Bryant, administrator
held
its
W.
C.
T.
U.
The
regular
Our barber, Frank McAlister, is in any mother might well be croud, six ol
by the Newry Corner Ladies' Circle,
Xinas Boxes, good quality paper, unruled,
1'. S. I would advise Brother Tiltoi
Dolls.
with Mrs. Julia Bean Dec. 10.
SARAH A. JONES, late of Oxford, deceased,
health and must give up work. I whom are living. The tive sons are all meeting
Friday night of last week, and it proved
25c.
and John not to get too funny ovei failing
box,
circle held a sale
The
petition for license CI sell and convey real Mllll
Congregational
in
three
successful
merchants,
Brattleoccasion.
most
ailment.
a
A cancer on the liver is his
enjoyable
a new thing,
"French
of
dressed
assortment
dolls.
presented
by James S. Wright, attorney for tin·
A
varied
Organdie,"
different parts of speech, but bring theii
baked
Whiting's
A
Hall Dec. 21.
Mrs. W. A. Foster is in Lewietonon :
Arthur Lang of Rumford Falls has boro, Vt., one in Watenrille and one at at Bradbury's
administrators.
25c. each
Handsome new styles at
minds down to the level of common peo
shades, unruled, cloth finish, extra
watt served.
visit to a sister residing there.
leased the photograph rooms of W. H. North Paris. The daughtek Fannie is bean supper
50c.
HARRIET E. CROCKER, late of Paris, .le
values, box,
Mr. and Mrs. William Rowe and little
Seventy-tlve handsome doll's heads to select
pie.
I the wife of II. E. Hamilton, and has π
The school in district No 4 closes tbii
Mitchell and is doing barbering.
eeasc I; final account presented for allowance I y
5c. to $1.50 each
Alfred left town Saturday for
from, in price from
Ueo. A. Wilson, executor.
Fred Russell, who has been afflicted pleasant, happy home in Greenfield, grandson
week. The term is somewhat shorten
John's Letter.
Massachusetts, where they will spend ed on account of the teacher having
with rheumatism for two months, is Maes.
CLEMENTINE A. CUSHMAN. late of Par!·,
Perfumes.
Mr. Brown was the eon of John and the winter.
1 sum! corrected, but "like" isn't th< slowly recovering but not yet able to be
other engagements.
deceased; petition for order to distribute balance
one
of
his
horses
lost
Clement
In bis hands presented by George
remaining
than
which
Joseph
ΙIIuldah (Gardner) Brown. He came to
Sole agent for Palmer's goods,
word under discussion. The query it in his shop.
Mrs. A. VV. Powers is assisting in th(
Clark, executor.
there are none better.
of J. S. Allen.
which is the better helper of "like,'
The fifteen inches of snow last week I this town from Grafton wL'en a young recently.
family
ADDISON E.ilKRRICK,
Dr. Marston was quite ill last week.
I am otlering 25 Pippins in an individual box
$1.25
man of 20, and married in <858, Mary
should or would, neither of which hints pleased the lumbermen.
Bear River Grange is in a flourishing
Fancy bottles, new shapes, each,
Judge of said Court.
There will be a Christmas tree at
—for an X-mas present—at a cost of $1.00
$1.00
New packages, new odors, each,
even remotely of love or like, happiness
condition, with new members constantly
A true copy—Attest
Help in the woods is scarce. Good I Parlin of this town. They have two Brownfield Centre.
25
Also
Ilarvards
for
the
75c.
$1.75
box.
in
odor
the
newest
Bui men get from $32 to 940 per month.
I children, one daughter who lives at I
ALBERT
D. PARK, Regltter.
their
number.
bulk,
oz.,
added
to
or misery, courtship or marriage.
Ariston,
per
being
Farmers are getting their supply ol
Last year at this time we bad good home, and a son, Edwin H., who is
enough said. We are done. We sub
NOTICE.
North Stoneham.
side.
ice. It is very nice, and twelve inchef
To-day the weather is all located with hie family at Kumford
skating.
THE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he lias
H. D. Irish attended the great grangt right but the principal factor (water) is I Falls. Although Mr. Brown is now reW. W. Durgin is hauling the barn thick.
been duly appointed administrator of the estate
Next to Post Office, South Paris.
of
gathering at Waterville. How that boj a minus quantity.
Many wells have I tired from active life he has always been frame that he bought of Barnes Walker
CHARLES F. DAY, late of Hiram,
Oxford.
pricks up his ears when he hears tht failed which were never dry before. I identified with the businees interests of from the Ephraim McKeen place. Ile
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
grange trumpet blow for the gathering Some of our largest farmers are driving the place, and was active in town affairs, intends to build a new barn on his place
bonds
as the law directs.
All person* bavtng
The Oxford Division of Sons of Tem
and a zealous temperance worker.
of the clan. Ile is in his native element their stock to the river to water.
demands against the estate of said deceased ar··
in the spring.
celebrated the fifteenth anniperance
desired
the
to
ureeent
same
for seulement, an I
w;is
in
The
in that sort of a crowd. The social ele
very pleasantly spent
day
Kate Adams has gone to Welchville to
Hay is plenty and sells for $10 and $12 !
of its organization Thursday
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment is strong within him. He has al- per ton loose; pressai, $12 to $15 per stories of reminiscence, and contempla- take care of Mrs. Grey who is very low. versary
ment Immediately
ol
number
second
in
It
is
evening.
tion of the many changes whic>i time has
LLEWELLYN A. WADSWORTII
ways been a konvivial kuss ever since wc ton.
Bennie Brown and Os Andrews from members in the etate.
Dec. 13th, 1903.
I brought.
knew him, and we have known him
Lovell have been boarding at H. B.
F. B. Andrews attended the funeral ol
North Paris.
ie
we be Bure that
After
all
can
have
known
than
we
said,
shot
deer.
any
person
and
McKeen"«
longer
They
hunting
E. £. Field and wife attended State people are any happier in tho rueh and one small doe the 11th. Lewis McAllister Mr. Alvah Ilewey at Auburn on SaturGood fellow.
now living on this planet
day. He was 76 years of age and a
The report of the State Assessors
I hurry of these modern daye than when shot two more the same day.
That's Grange at Waterville this week.
He has heeded our instructions.
member of the G. A. R., a delegation ol shows an increase in the valuation of the
Frank Littlehale is having a bad time I a candle furnished the even'ng light,
what.
Herbert Adams has closed his camp at which attended and observed tne usual
state of $8,481,339 over 1002. This is
As a Duxbury correspondent your one with his hand. Dr. Wheeler is attend- land the wholeeome, homely food and Lake Kezar for this season. Ho will go
ceremonies.
the largost increase in any year since the
him.
the
out-door
of*
farmer
life
the
time Hartford correspondent promises ing
healthy
up country to the lumber camps selling
for Christmas are going board was established.
Preparations
comand
have
Let
Will
Childs
and
the
thrift
and
We
are
Bessey
as
successful.
to be
brought comfort,
always
watches.
forward in the churches.
glad to hear from him, and hope he will menced to work for Mr. Mann at West economy of the household made happy
Paris.
hearts.
ie
it
said
whatever
on
and
weather
us
that,
Truly
Duxbury
Denmark.
posted
keep
our station in life, true happiness can
things. We have also had our rain and
Mr. Dudley Perkins is still very sick
East Bethel.
and are having our good
our snow
only come by striving to livfl for the with fever.
His sister, Mrs. Emma WarMrs. Mary Darling is spending the good and comfort of other hearts.
"doings" on runners. Likewise we arc
ren of Portland, is taking care of him.
IS EASILY SELECTED FROM OUR STOCK, WHICH WE HAVE SECURED WITH THE OBhaving our zero weather and more too. winter with Mrs. F. J. Russell.
·
Mrs. Fernando Witham and little girl
Hebron.
JECT OF THOROUGH SATISFACTION TO EVERY BUYER
OUR LINE 18 LARGE AND
Ten to twelve below in the village. We
Mr. X. F. Swan is speuding the winter
are vieiting friends in Portland.
The funeral of Miss Addie Mtucim was
knew it was cold here on Mosquito in Washington, D. C.
COMPLETE. AND IT WILL REPAY YOU TO GIVE US A CALL.
Mrs. A. H. Jones has returned from
afternoon
the
at
reidence
Point. Our nose told us so. The nos«
Mrs. Olive Bartlett is staying with held Tuesday
her visit to Lowell, Mass.
of her sister, Mrs. Ellen Gilmui. Mrs.
of us would make a fairly reliable ther- Mrs. Carrie Bartlett.
There will be a Christmas tree at the
mometer were the degrees marked thereMrs. Etta Bean has gone to Norway Myra Davenport of Hopedale, Mass.,
church night before Christmas.
another sister, came Friday, ia time to
JoUN.
on.
to do dressmaking a few weeks.
Mr. A. D. Fessenden has purchased
Cleve Bartlett and Chas. Reed are see Miss Maxim before shç
passod the steam saw mill on the plains
CHBISTMAS IS HEAR AND WE HAVE JUST
where
two
The
sisters
one
and
in
Bartlett
his
mills
We can mention but a few of a wide variety of goods at these popula- prices.
for
Z.
W.
brother,
away.
Brooches,
working
Resolutions.
he has a large contract sawing lumber.
RECEIVED AH ARRAY OF
L. A. Maxim, are all remaining of the
in Byron.
Lockets, College Pins, Gold Pens, Braoelqfe, innumerable Sterling Silver Articles, Hanc kerchief
Mr. James E. Gray, formerly ofSebaHall of Lake Kezar Encampment No.
Mrs. Chas. Reed is with her daughter, family.
died at his home in Louisana, Mo.,
and Pillows, Photograph Holders, and an excellent
B"xes, Glove Boxes, Pin Cushions,
'M, 1. O. O. F., Lovell, Maine.
The coldest weather of the season go,
Mrs. George Swan.
72 years. Though
Whereas: The ranks of our encampline of Aprons.
this week, 1° above on Tuesday morn- Sept. 25, 1903, aged
last
his
for
some
health
in
have
been
ment
broken by that power
yean
failing
West Brownfield.
ing.
SUITABLE FOR THE HOST FASTIDIOUS PERSON.
sickness was only of short duration, 24
before which all nature bows, and oui
Those having wood to haul are imF. H. Lewis is working for Frank
hours. Of kindly, genial disposition, be
brother Patriarch, Fred A. Harrington,
proving the few inches of snow..
Johnson on the Henry Day mountain.
had the love and respect of all his friends.
has been called from us.
H. L. Melcber has a good assortment
John Blake has finished work for
SMOKING JACKETS in pretty patterns..
He had been in the employ of the ChiTherefore resolved. That in his death
Christmas presents.
of
and
is
to
Linscott
work
begin
and Alton R. R. for years, holding
we have sustained a heavy loss, and one Charles
FANCY HOSIERY in the latest styles.
Fano? Collars, Fancy Stocks, Ribbons without number, to meet a'l tastes. We have a beauticago
The school children in District No. 8
the responsible position of inspector of
that comes near the heart of every broth- for Simeon Eaton Monday.
SUSPENDERS, a pair in a box. Best in the
ful line of HANDKERCHIEFS* at all prices, which make a most neat and treasured present.
will have a tree at the school h&uee and
PRESIDENT
is
Dennett
and
Charles
track.
skidding pine
on fonr hundred miles of
er.
entertainment in the afternoon, so as to bridges
market.
Resolved, That we desire to attest to hemlock timber for S. M. Hobson to attend the Christmas exercise.» in the |He leaves a wife and three children in
River
Saco
haul
to
NECKWEAR in great variety and shades. Made in 4-in-bands,
landing.
his
the West, and a brother, Mr. George W.
our knowledge of
manly character,
in
the
evening.
Phil Dennett is hauling poplar to East village
of Denmark, and three sisters in
his upright life, and his earnest labors
Tecks, Stratford, Princeton, Fordyce and other styles.
*· Mo°dy of Edward Little Gray
Brownfield station for A. G. Cram.
New England.
for the good of this encampment.
HANDKERCHIEFS. A standard gift, always acceptINITIAL
and
Mise
School
Hazel
Donham,
High
Miss Myrtle Jones has finished work
Resolved, That cherishing the memREMEMBER at our store are all the newest and beet in LADIES' FURNISHINGS, and from
who is teaching there, are exwected at
able.
for Mrs. Cram and Miss Alice Quint is
Wilson's Mills.
ory of these virtues we will endeavor to
their homes thie week for a two weeks'
them a suitable present is most easily chosen. Come in early and see our lines.
ÛLOVES AND MITTENS of many kinds.
emulate the same and thus perpetuate working for Mrs. Cram now.
Milan
was
at
·
of
WhitI
Twitchell
R.
A.
Mr. David Cram is very poorly, beinç vacation.
his influence within our borders.
SLIPPERS, fancy and plain. Very comfortable for these winter
comb & Griffin's camp several days
North Buckfieid. Γ
Resolved, That a copy of these resolu- confined to the house all the time.
cently.
evenings.
tions be presented to the family of our
Clyde Keene aud his hostler froru
Monday, Elwyn Storey, aged eleven
WOMEN'S QUEEN QUALITY BOOTS.
South Rumford.
deceased brother, that they be spread
Weileeley Farms, Mass., who have been years and eleven months, shot his first
QAITERS for Men and Women, and many other things too nuupon the records of this encampment,
A dance at George Elliott's Monday at Clyde1· father's for a short visit, have deer; if any one thinks he is a small
and sent to the Oxford Democrat for
and
merous to mention.
lift him
night, Dec. 14th, was well attended con- returned to their home.
chap they just want to try
publication.
Pleasure to show our goods.
Joseph Cummings and wife hr.ve mov- now.
sidering the severe cold. Everett BurC. K. Chapman. ) Committee nell violinist, and Maggie Bessey pianist, ed into the Cressey house.
Election of officers at Aziscoos Grange,
>
NOTICK.
on
W. O. Brown,
Charles Newell of Denmark ie here 402, Saturday evening, Dec. 12. The
made the young people step lively. ReNOTICE.
FALL BARGAIN LUT
Χ. Β. Dresser, ) Resolutions. freshments of sand triche·, cake and
In the DUtrlct Court of the United State* for the
hi* fathfer·
(ΛΓβ ίθΓ
Loren gentlemen furnished the supper and
of
the
United
In
the
District
Court
States
for
Dletrlct of Maine. In hankruptcy.
of 900 of the beet trade* In -New
Newel
coffee were served.
programme. Following officers elected :
Furnisher,
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
Id the matter of
England, just oat, FREE for
)
Wm. Coffren has moved into the Frank
Frank Lowe from the Falls is working
In tN matter of
Oxford Pomona Orange.
Muter—A. P. Flint.
DANA C. PIULBBOOK, } In Bankrupt- y.
)
«Ump; a few with crope, stock
*
W.
II.
Hart.
Ovenoer—
In Bamkntptcw.
the milk route Brown stand.
JESSE L. EDWARDS,
on
ME.
Davis
SOUTH
for
and tools Included, on easy
of Bethel. Bankrupt. )
PARIS,
(
Market
Eugene
Square,
1904.
of
first
31
Time,
January,
Tuesday
I.octurer—N. D. Hart.
of Welchvllle, Bankrupt.)
(
To the creditor· of Dana C. Pliltbrook In
terms. If you want to get a quick
Merritt Farrar, who has beew boardthrough school vacation.
Steward—H. B. Pennock.
Place, Norway. Program:
To the creditors of Jesse L. Edwards In the County of Oxford anil dl»tri<4 aforesaid :
sale send for our description blanks. Over
Telephone 106-3.
The New England telephone has been ing at Mrs. Jule Mayhew's for jtlie patt
Assistant Steward—W. B. flint.
the County of Oxford nnd district aforesaid :
Notice la hereby given that on the lith day of
< Opening grange Id 5th degree.
ISO sales to men from 10 states since Mar. 16,
Notice la hereby given that on the 13th day of Dee. ▲. D. 1908, the said Dana C. I'hllhnwk
Chaplain—Myrtle Stoddard.
1903, Is our guarantee to you that our
Hollas bastaes·.
put into the following houses: Burt few months, has gone to South .Parie to
Treaiurer—B. J. Olson.
December, A. D. 1909, the said J ewe L. Edwards waa duly adjudicate·! bankrupt; and that the 0rKt
methods are right. D. M. French, local
Woman * half hour Topic. Πο the eUler* get Sloan's, Herbert Hall's on Zircon, J. S. board.
Secretary—8. L. Llttlehale.
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first meeting of hla creditor· will be held at the
corn
λλ much good from the «range meeting· u the
Norway.
agent,
shop,
A. S. Bessey and son are getting the
Morse's, M. L. Wyman'e, J. F. Putnam's,
Gate-Keeper—c. T. Fox.
meeting of his creditors will be beld at the Court Court Room, in South Pari», on the :il*t
brother»r
W. Flint.
F. P. Putnam's, Marshall
House, In South Paris, on the Slst day of Dec., day of December, A. D. 190S, at 10 o'clock
Swain's, lumber to the mill here for a house Cere·—C.
A.
I
Song, Norway Grange
Pomona—L. B. Bennett.
A. D. 1908, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which In the forenoon,
at which time the nai l
Will
Parts
which
B.
P.
to
at
intend
build
Kumford
Grange.
Davis's,
Putnam's,
Paper,
they
Engene
Pennock.
Flora—Ethel
time the said creditors may attend, prove their creditor·
may attend, prove their claims,
Heading, Crooked Hiver Grange.
Falls in the
LEGISLATIVE NOTICE.
Freeman's and the Cnrneils'.
Assistant Steward— Lilian Llttlehale.
Lady
a trustee, examine the bankrupt appoint a
claims,
look after
spring.
appoint
examine the
bankrupt,
Part·
truatee,
Song.
Uraage.
Carl Heald is wintering between SO
and transact auch other business as may proper- and transact tuch other buelneaa aa may
Organist— Flossie Hart.
Friends and relatives in Rumford and I
Theap«clal committee on Salariée and Tree
our Interest*
NOTICE.
Paper, Hound Ml. Grange.
come before said meeting.
hearing at the court house So.
oocne before aaid meeting.
ly
properly
Three applicants for membership, one la Oxford and adjacent oountlea.
Salary or will give apublic
yuenttou. Shook) nature rtudlw be taught la Boston of Burton Feraald and wife of and 90 sheep this winter. Quite, a flock
bills
not
All outstanding
paid by January 1,
South Paris, Dec. 14, 19q£
Sooth Parla, Dec. 14th, 190·.
Parla, on wed. Dec. *>at at 9 A. M. on the aal. 904.
all public M-hoole, and tn what way can they be
»
will be left with an attorney for collection.
aoBimltrtna. Addnea
Boston, have made them a Christinas for these times.
by demit card.
GEO. A. WILSON.
arte a and foee of the Oxford County offlclala.
UEO. A. WILSON,
■uoet aucceaafally Introduced? Opened by CMS·
H. N. PORTEE.
I
ΘΕΟ. Ο. WEEKS, Chairman.
J. W. Clark starts for Vermont to ]
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
P. Baroee.
THB VIOTOB
present of twenty dollars to buy a aide·1 The lumber is coming in to Heali
South Parla, Mata·, Dec. 7,1906.
V. 3. ALLEN, Secretary.
Brothers' mill quit· fast for thi* season. ▼Islt bis daughter, Mis. Rale Holm··.
board with.
Sac.
S. E.

Brings

Styles

headquarters for gifts for
and boys. Our store is overflowing witîi
Christmas

ful and sensible presents.

few

shapes

Caps,

Do not

forget that this

store is

description.
worry by coming here

with novelties of every

shapes, save

Caps,

$3.50.

time and

use-

just mention

things for your consideration.

boys

Caps

profusion.

We

men

a

Arm Bands.

fancy
fancy

packed

You

can

Gloves.

for your

splendid

holiday purchases.

Sweaters.

indispensable

boys.
gloves

Handkerchiefs.

Fancy Shirts.
department

gloves,

particularly

$[.50.

fan^)

plaids,

qualities,

pair.

$2.50.

$4.00
Boys'

$5.00.

qualities,

House Coats.

Suspenders.

(

Night Shirts.

Nighl

buy

Why

Umbrellas.

i

J please

Russian Vests.

Linen Collars.

fancy plaids,

$5.00.

plaid lining»,

Mufflers.

protecting

Jewelry.

qualities,

FOSTER,

Η. Β.

boys,

"Way's

NORWAY,

MAINE.

fancy

style,
upward.

$1.50.

fancy

Change

CHRISTMAS SHOP TALK !

Newport

in

Candy.

candy

only

candy

J. K. Chase, So. Paris.

French Stag.

Dunh'jm,

Books.

Stationery.

Cigars.

—

BROOKS,

I

PHARMACIST,

Furnishing

Ladies'

House

A CHRISTMAS GIFT FOR A LADY

X-Mas Goods

Novelties at 25 cents and 50 cents.

^HOLIDAY GIFTSS=

ΡΐΙΙοιΛ'ορβ

What

can

be

more

Pretty Gifts than Neckwear?

oui Christmas Waists ο*£ Beautiful Holiday Furs.

re-1
|

f

L M. LU NT &

J.

F. PLUMMER,

E.

j

Jackson,

SALESMEN WANTED £

OtLCOttfAiTTj

Strout, ft^i&wHSS

CO., boKSL

ΦχίονΛ

rtte

Charles S. Stuart, who it* in

Seraocrat.

SOCTH_PARIS.

skating

Now the

church

lengthen.
Sunday night, though!

days begin

Didn't it rain

The Baptist Sunday School will have a
Christmas tree and exercises at the

last week.
to

ou

Thursday evening.

One of the Prince Sisters' cards has
been picked up on the street. The
owuer can have the same by proving

(ieorge E. Ham was here from Yarmouth two days last week.

property.
Hoy H. Porter is at home from the
Some of the boys last week found the
I uiversity of Maine for the Christmas river frozen
enough so that by going
vacation.
along the edges at the rips they skated
Charles E. Bennett began cutting his from the village to the site of Clapp's
mill near Jackson's Crossing.
Friday
afternoon some of them saw this feat
and went it two better by going to West
Paris on skates.

the river Wednesday morning.
good quality.
There will be a rehearsal Wednesday

i, e

It

"U

is of

afternoon after school at the Universalist
church, in preparation for the Christmas

Christmas Day will be observed at the
Methodist church Friday. At half past
concert.
ten the children will be given a sleigh
There's uo ureat loss without some ride if the weather and traveling will
The sleighing is somewhat permit. At one o'clock dinner will be
small gain.
knocked to pieces, but there is water in served free to all members of the school.
the streams.
The afternoon will be given to a social
A. W. Walker Λ Son marked out their and distribution of Christmas gifts.
ice field above the Park Street bridge.
The W illing Workers' Sale.
Monday morning it was
Saturday.
In
Good Cheer Hall Saturday afterof
inches
to
ten
three
overed by from
noon and eveuing the "Willing Workwater.
ers," who are the members of Mrs.
The little Reapers wish to thauk ali Park's class in the Univeraaliet Sunday
those whoso willingly gave, au«l liberal- School, had their Christmas sale. A
ly patronized them, also the Willing row of booths had been erected in the
Workers who so kindly allowed them a center of the ball, in white decorated
chance at their sale.
with twigs bearing red berries.
The candy and ice cream were in
F. A. Heidner, traveling man for the
of Misses Albertha Andrews and
l'aris Manufacturing Co., who has been charge
Misses
Edna Easson; the art table,
iu the office of the company here for
Isabel and Kitty Morton: the fancy
some three months, returned last week
Frances
and
table. Misses Grace Penley
t.. his home in Springfield, Mass.
King; the dolls' table, Misses Hose
In spite of the severe cold, there was a Murphy and Mildred Parlin. As Rebccea
tar < rowd at the social «lance Thursday at the well, Miss Angie Kipley gave all
evening in New Hall, including a num- who wished an opportunity to investiber from Norway. A series of these gate the mysteries of that hidden source
<lances will be held.
of riches.
On the side of the hall, the "Reapers"
Krlmk P. Burbank, who has been enRalph Andrews, Chester Easson and
utged in building a house for a laily at Harold
Merrill—had charge of a well
G.-rliam, Ν. II.. has returned home. loaded food table.
who
Bird,
and
A.
Amos
Ρ
Berry
Cyrus
In the evening a short entertainment
have been working with him, have also
was given, including a duet by Misses
returned.
Ruby ( lark aud Angie Ripley, a solo by
The Governor Hill trophy and the Miss Maud Newell, ami the kinder-sym• ol.
Kendall trophy, won by Co. D at phony, which appeared for the first I
the >tate ritle shoot a few weeks since, time, and was greeted with much ap I
have been on exhibition in the store plause.
window of J. 11. Brooks for the past
The cake was awarded to Miss Laura I
week. Both are very handsome.
Burnell, on the best guess as to its I
aud the doll Margherita goes to I
The sociable under the auspices of weight,
F. A. Heidner.
the high school class of (M came off in
The attendance was good and the sale I
New Hall Friday evening duly as adwras brisk, and the variety of articles on I
vertised. truite a number were present
liand was well disposed of before the I
tr m Norway, and the atfair was both
fair closed.
a
success.
ami
financially
socially
—

The Mason Manufacturing Co. is exthe
into another section of
•shurtleff mill, giving it several hundred
feet additional floor space. More machinery is being put in. and a larger
business will be done than before.

panding

of the most conspicuous of the
decorations of the Christmas sea
s,»n is that of J. II. Br»»oks, the druggist,
who has made use of colored electric
lights, having about IÔO of them fes
tooned in the store and arranged on the
front.
One

store

Manager George K. Morton of the
am
Hon.
Paris Manufacturing Co.,
James S. Wright as counsel, were in
Portland the last of the week for the
trial of λ law case to which the company
party, in the Cumberland Superior
Court.
The December number of The Chronicle. published by the students of l*aris
lligli School, was issued last week. It
has more than the usual amount and
fully the usual variety of reading matter,
and is a very creditable number. A
half-tone cut of the new school bouse
forms a frontispiece.
The (tood Cheer members who have
been earning a dollar for the good of the
cause are asked to hand it in as a New
Year's offering, and in order to have a
pleasant time and find out how the
dollars were earned a social will be held
in Good Cheer Hall New Year's evening. Refreshments will be served.
Arthur K. Shurtleff and Albert L.
Clark took the examination before the
Commissioners of Pharmacy two weeks
since, and have received their certificates
This gives
as registered pharmacists.
the store of F. A. Shurtleff A Co. four
registered pharmacists—a larger number
than are often found in one store in a

country town.
Advertised letters in South Paris post
office Dec. 21, 11Ό3:
Misa Matfto Record.
Mrs. Ι Ρ Sueurln.
Mr». 1 rvinic Merrill.
M il··. F'orcuce Buswell.
Ml»* Edith Kartlett
1>i)ii I. Kimball.
Willie Kanût ley Lo< ke.
George W. C'anney.
ûeorjte C. Boothby.
Λ-ikt t/skar Sakarl.
S. F.

Davis, I'oft in aster.

A very pleasant time was eu joyed at
the special meeting of Paris Lodge, F.
and A M.. Tuesday evening. A dozen
were
or
more
present from Granite
Lodge at West Paris, and about as many
from Jefferson Lodge at Bryant's Pond,
with a less number of visitors from a
number of other lodges, making a comwas
pany of about seventy-five. There
decree work, with a banquet after the
lodge closed, and a social session after
the repast.

first lecture iu the Methodist
course will be given Wednesday evening.
Dec. :J0, bv the Rev. Daniel Onstott of
Skowhegan. 11 in subject, "The Battle
This will be followed
of Waterloo."
.lau. 14, by the Rev. Α. 'Γ. Sally, D. D., of
I.ewiston. His subject will be, "When
The
a Young Man Faces the World."
price of course tickets will be one dolReserved seats can be secured at
lar.
I>r. Buck's office Saturday morning, Dei·.
2t>. Students' tickets, *<0 cents for the
The

course.

Miss Mertie B. Maxim closed her work
first assistant in l'aris High School
last Monday night, and just before the
close of school for the day she was surprised by the gift of a handsome ring
set w ith a Mount Mica tourmaline, from
the students. Harold Anderson of the
class of 1901 made the presentation in
behalf of the donors. Miss Maxim has
been tirst assistant in the school for one
term over two years, and as this gift
indicates, has won not only the respect
and obedience, but the affection, of
those whom she has taught.
as

Next Sabbath evening at the Methodist
church there will be a concert at which
time the following progiam will be carried out:
I. Organ Voluntary.
'J.
3.
4.
3.

Autnctu,

Choir.
Pastor.
Choir

Prayer
Response,
Clwir ami Congregation.
Sinking
·>.
Recitations by the children.
7. ringing.
Mrs. Ordway.
5. Paper,
9. Singiug.
Mrs. Edwards
10. Paper,
II. .Singing.
.....lames Cumuilngs
Id. Allures»
Pastor
13. Address
14. Collection and Benediction.
The Universalist Sunday School will
hold their annual supper Thursday
evening, Dec. 24th, at 6o'clock, to which
all who have been to the Sabbath School
A concert by the
are cordially invited.
children will.follow the supper, after
which the trees will be unloaded and
every one wished a ''Merry Christmas."
The committee for receiving the presents and irranging the trees consists of
Mrs. J. H. Little, Mrs. Frank Clark. Mrs.
Charles Newell, Mrs. Wallace Strickland,
Mrs. Geo. Soper.
Any one wishing to
leave presents with any of these ladies
can do so.
They will be on duty at
Good Cheer Hall, Thursday, Dec. 24th,
after 2 P. m. Concert at Τ :30.

NOBWAY.

dental

ing of this week.

Merry Christmas'
Some

a

college in Boston, is at home for the
holidays.
P. H. Noyes Co. Blue Store* will be
opeu every evening except Friday even-

Russell and Curtis, successors to A.
W. Walker A Son, are arranging (or the
next season's ice trade. We fe«.l sure
tbe new firm will give marked satisfaction to tbe large patronage of the retiring firm.
Dry cord wood finds a quick market at
$5 per cord and stove wood of first qual-

Harold Field, 15 years old, skated into a hole in the ice on the Saco River at
Biddeford, Thursday and was drowned.

Deafnes* Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot reach the
diseased portion of the ear. There W only one
way to cure Deafness, and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness Is caused by an inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the
Eustachian Tube. When this tube geta Inflamed
you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and when It Is entirely closed Deafness Is
the result, and unless the Infl immatlon can be
ity brings any price asked. Very little taken
out and this tube restored to Its normal
green cord wood is hauled into the condition, bearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,
market.
A large number of cars of Christmas which is nothing but an Inflamed condition or
the mucous surfaces.
trees have been shipped from th^ NorWe will give One Hundred Dollar* for any
way station this season. Some of tho case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that canSend for
not be cured by lJall's Catarrh Cure.
are
busines'
in
the
parties engaged
circulars, free.
Grant, and
Thomas Bradbury, F. S.
F. J. CHENEY Λ CO., Toledo, O.
Charles H. Trondv. The trees cu/ for WSold by Druggists, price 75c. per bottle.
Hail'a Family Pills are the best.
this trade are small and of a quality of
little if any value for other purpose».
The Keeley Institute in Portland, Me.,
W. L. Merrill has moved from the
on Munjoy Hill, is successfully curing
Cottage Street studio to his new studio drunkards
and drug users.
on Main Street next to Allard & Moullunosiy
ton's. Mr. Merrill has one of the,best
AUAMKO.VS BOTANIC BALSAM
locations in town and when fitted up» will
of one of the best concentrated
have by far tbe best studio. Miss Lib- Is compounded
extracts of barks, roots and gums In the world.
by has taken possession of the Cottage Λ safe and reliable medicine, pleasant to the
Street studio and will move her business taste, and cures coughs, colds, asthma, and all
into it in the near future and run it in throat and lung troubles. Used by people of
reflnement for 80 years.
Street
connection with her Deering

BLUE STORES.

Our 17th. Annual

CHRISTMAS SALE

CHRISTMAS GIFTS 1

THIS YEAR'S STOCK IS THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE WE HAVE
EVER SHOWN. OUR STORE IS FILLED WITH DESIRABLE CHRISTMAS GIFTS
FOR OLD AND YOUNG.

For Men and Boys Made Easy,
If You Come to Our Stores.

assist you in every way

Few

BOOKS.

STATIONERY.

An

Eaton-Hurlbut's high-grade paper»
the standard for Society Correspondence.
We have all the latest shapes, sizes and

are

Dealing with men continually we are able to
suggest articles that will appeal to them that perhaps you might not think of, something useful
and that would be appreciated. We are ready to

rooms.

Born.
George A. Brooks has closed his labors
with the firm of C. B. Cuminings <jt
In
Dec.
Buckfleld,
17, to the wife of Robert
Sons as bookkeeper. He has been with
a daughter.
the firm since John A. Roberts'left Tyler,
In Newry, Dec. 15, to the wife of J. 8. Allen,
a daughter.
some years ago.
(9 1-2 lbs.)
In South Paris, Nov. 18, to the wife of I^eslle
Stephen W. Carr, insurance com nis- Starblrd,
a son.
Thusin
town
was
of
Augusta,
sioner,
In Rumford Point, Dec 7, to the wife of Geo.
day on official business connected frith L. Glover, a son.
the investigation of the fire at theOld
Indies' Home in this village.
Married.
The blacksmith shop on Bridge St.reet
has been opened by Arthur Miller fvom
In Yarmouth, Dec. 10, Mr. John F. Howe, |
Water ville, an experienced workman.
formerly of Bethel, and Miss Fannie Brooke,
Hon. Johu A. Roberts, who wat a formerly of Greenwood.
Nov. 25, by Rev. George L. Perln,
of
the
master
for
candidate
S.ate D.InD.Boston,
grand
Mr Sidney f. Abbott of Andover,
and Mrs. Marietta Fryè Walte of Boston, for-1
Grange, attended the annual meeting dur*
tnerly of Bethel.
ing the week.
In
Dec. 12, by Rev. B. S. Ridcout, Mr.
The Profession 1 Whist Club helcf its Levi Norway,
Crockett of .South Paris and Miss Λ Hue
tirst meeting at Dr. II. L. Bartlett's Gertrude MUlett of Norway.
In Norway, Dec 12, by Rev. B. S. Hideout, Mr.
Thursday evening.
Guv W. Bancroft and Miss Rosa M. Bryant,'
The promedade at Concert Hall this both of
Albany.
week was well attended. The supper
In Rumford Falls, Dec. 12, by Rev. Β. K. TurThe music yas ner, Mr. Walters. Session* of Mlltou Plantation
was as usual excellent.
and Miss Mary W. Abbott of Rumford.
»
of the best talent.
In Auburn, "Dec 17, by Rev. J. F. Keith, Mr. |
C. B. Curarnings A Sons have a «inajiti- Fred H. Richards of Andover and Miss Lizzie
at Norway Maude Keith of Auburn.
lake
the
on
of
timber
ty
Lake. The firm will as usual place on
the ice for use the present season abolit
Died.
une million feet.
An investigation as to the cause of the
Dec.
17, George H. Brings, aged
In West Paris,
tire at the Old Ladies' Home was m\de « years.
Joel M. Babb, aged 02
Dec.
In
12,
Mexico,
by State Insurance Commissioner S. W.
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Puroliaslng

.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

colors. 10c. to 12.00 per box. Special
values in Highland Linen at 25c. per

possible.

box.

House Coats and Bath Robes, a great many men do not possess
these useful garments but would like ono, £4 and $5.

Others from 15c.

to

Gift Books.

largest

plete

The new Twotone Linen at 35c.

The

assortment

ever seen

per box.

Suggestions^*

unusually large assortment. Many
copyrights at only 50c. each.

of the late

in this

Poems and

11.10.

of

and most com-

children's

books

vicinity.

of

one

Neckwear in great variety, suitable for young and old, 25c. and 50c.
Mufliers in several styles and colorings, 25c. to $1.50.

Fancy Braces, Armlets and Shirts are always acceptable.
Umbrellas, Cuff Buttons and Stude arc things a man never
many of.

Gloves
or

and

Mittens,

Worsted, 25c.

lined and unlined for work or dress.
to

Pleasing

Guaranteed in every

has too

to

$6.00.

Other makes at lees prices.

way.

Fur, Leather

$3.75.

Sweaters, Wescuts, Cardigans.

$2.50

The best made.

and useful to Men or

Boys,

$1 to *4.

What better gifts?
are given every year by tome.
Fur Coats, Fur Caps, Ulsters, Reefers, Work Coats,

Suits and Overcoats
Then there are

Russian Vests.

purchase

Don't

without

seeing what

we

You cannot find a better assortment.
Chatelaines 15c. to $2.50. Wrist Bags
Ladies' Wallets 25c. to
50c. to $2.00.
'33.00. (ients' Wallets 25c. to $5.00.
Purses 5c. to
Bill Poids 25c. to $1.50.
Also Card
Cases, Travelling
50c.

The finest odors from Hudaut, Rick- j

have.

seeker, Palmer, Stearns,

F. H. NOYES CO.,

j

Leather Goods.

PERFUMES.
ting.

In fancy

Hess and Goet-

packages,

bulk

25c. to 34.50

31.50 per
rears.
Carr assisted by the municipal officers
In Andover l>ec. 'J, Helen, daughter of Mr.
NORWAY.
Cases, tVc.
3
!
of
PARIS.
Park
Swcatt,
Bethel, tnd Mrs. I layton
aged years.
SOUTH
rod County Attorney
ounce.
In Andover, Dec 13, Wm. H. Talbot, aged in !1
Thursday, at the Opera House. The I rears.
♦ΟΦΟΦΟΦΟΦΟ
♦0Φ0Φ0Φ04040404040
♦040φ0φ0404040φ0φ040404α
tire originated in the front room oucuIn Greenwood, Dec R.Joseph Emmons, aged
by Mrs. J. L. Home where iier1, bout 74 years. Dec. 11, Martha A. Owen, aged
GLOVE, HANDKERCHIEF AND NECKουκ VTORE 1* FULL OF
TOILET ARTICLES, DRESSING CASES, MANICURE SETS,
Norway,
furniture, insured for about $800, yas 1 18 In
8 months.
years,
CALENDARS. CALENDAR MATS,
null y damaged. Damage done to the 1 in Lewlston, Dec. 12, Mr·. Hannah L. Young,
TIE BOXES, CAMERAS, BIBLES, KNIVES, ALBUMS, MEDALLIONS,
btf years.
Home's
in
Mrs.
of
aged
Norway,
was
bouse
ormerly
Down."
&c.
principally
Sumner farmers Get "Let
PICTURE FRAMES, WORK BASKETS, DOLLS' TOYS, GAMES, Ac.,
lu South Wa'erford, Dec. 14, Mrs. James B.
A short time before fire was disroom.
I 39 years, 8 m ntbs.
Hamlin,
A number of farmers in Sumner have
age
iovered Mrs. Home was in her room ! In Waterfonl, Dec. 13, Hannibal Knee'und,
Our stock is larger and more complt-te than ever before.
apparently suffered a loss by means of
to move to another part of* he
olV till nearer Christmas. We
iged 94 years.
worthless checks. Early in December I preparing
Come in early. You will get a choicer selection than if you put it
In Lawerence, Mass., Dec. 14, Dr. William
as she had sold her interest· of'
42
tillage
about
Wc also carry a full line of
are
of Albany, aged
Our
formerly
\neeland,
»ne P. A. Berry of Biddeford picked up I
We want
or not.
to
whether you are
ibout $800 in the home to the sto'ck-! rears.
to show you any or all of these
shall be
j carload of cattle, principally oxen. I1
There is much doubt as to the i In Kryeburg, Dec. 18, William Webster.
udders.
jayiug in checks. Oue pair of oxen I >xact cause of the tire.
I In Rumford Kails, Dec. 19, Hon. Albm Dagof gifts
you to see the fine assortment
abjut
years.
«ere bought in Hartford, the rest in I
visited the Umbagogjl ecu, aged
Bicknell
W.
A.
I
t
he
mi m uer, and the total amount of
week
tnd Magalloway sections this
price, all paid in checks, was Γ vhere he will purchase furs.
You can find useful gifts here. Yours truly,
] mrchase
I
from
were
cattle
>110;». The
shipped
Mrs. Charles Crosby has gone to Jher !
I
Mass..
to
Somerville,
station
iuckfield
who is!
Fri-I: ister, Mrs. Clarence Merrill,
»u Monday, the 7th of December.
rery sick.
was
discovered!
it
following
lay night
in
tire alarm was found to
In the I The
ι hat the checks were worthless.
of |tlie
ery poor condition at the time
MAINE.
| ueantime
Berry had returned from I )ld
& CO.
Ladies' Home tire and a fire al^rm
F. A.
The new Christmas goods adver& CO.
; Hassachusetts, aud on Saturday filed a I(
F. A.
is
It
F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman
<ras sounded from the church.
and Ε. N. SWETT, Manager.
ised last week came
j •etitiou in bankruptcy.
been
has
before
that difficulty
values in decorated
>fler
In Berry's list of some $3200 of lia-11 eported
Telephone 112-3. Residence 112-12.
with the box corner Main
| lilities he includes the $1103 due the I (xperienced
I have marked
and
<
:hina
ind Paris Streets.
I;
the
checks.
! iumner farmers w'uo got
Useful articles make the best presents for Christmas.
PARKER'S
all over the store fori
H. F. Andrews, of the firm of A. F. ( lown
>ut in his assets he makes no account ot I
HAIR BALSAM
Andrews Jt Sons, is in Iowa this week j his week.
Olcenwf and beaiitific· the half.
he cattle or cash received for them. I
Promote· a luxuriant growth.
or more horses.
Never Falls to Eeatoro Ο ray
lis total assets as ui veu in his schedule I
Mrs. Cyrus S. Tucker is spending a
Hair to it· Youthful Color.
small
accounts and I
two
one
or
Cure*
omprise
r*lp diwiiei & hair falling.
'
ew days with friends in Harrison.
jO&MdfljO at BMBjl
few shares of stock of doubtful value. I
ind
Pendexter
Alma
Mrs.
Hayden
A
hearing on Berry's bankruptcy I laughter Nellie are visiting at Mrs.
tetition will be held Jan. 2d. Whether I'
,'lara Hayden's on Pleasant Street.
he farmers who sold their cattle will be
Mrs. Hal R. Eaton of Belfast is slopan
thau
more
ible to recover anything
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
dug
is
doubtful.
j nsigniricaut percentage
SEE OUR
are as usual the lowest.
'harles Sargent.
Arthur G. Hill of Portland. stenojraLINE OF:
Alaine News Notes.
>her, is at woik for Freeland Howe. »Mr.
I ill is a graduate of Gray's Business
It is understood that one of the two
<
tames to be presented to the trustees of I 'ollege.
Mrs. Linnie Bartlett and son Carroll
ioston University by the nominating I
isited her sister and brother in Everett,
committee for president of the
01 Main St,» Norway, Maine.
1 ion will be that of Dr. A. W. Harris. 11 ilass., during the week.
was
of
Thomas P. Kneeland
Bridgton
, ormer president of the University oil
I >efore the municipal court Wednesday
Haine.
The tin'e of
with
intoxication.
Wrist
Livermore Falls reports two distinct I( barged
.
& and costs imposed was suspended
I
of
afternoon
the
on
shocks
earthquake
MISS IiIBBT, of Norway,
behavior.
he 12th, about five minutes apart, and l( luring good
I Owen P. Brooks has erected a slaughter
stock now
leavy enough to break a plate glass ' louse
having bought the Cottage Studio, does not wish to transfer all of the
just north of Cottage Street in the
window besides other lesser damage. It I
Which will make a pretty
will run it in conand
Paris
of
own
on hand and will sell beginning December 10 at
s not often that a shock of that violence 11
tection with his market.
s confined to one small locality, but no I1
has received the insurAnce
Morse
A.
G.
>ther place has reported being shaken.
I < >n the life of Mrs. G. A. Morse from the
About 4Ô00 deer have been received in n Jnited Order of Pilgrim Fathers amojntMarkot
Square,
3S
Bangor during the hunting season, ng to one thousand dollars.
SOUTH PARIS.
Geo. R. Howe has returned from a
A-c.
which is about two less than last year.
MARKET
Water
<&c.,
Frames,
Colors,
Photos,
Wood
Hurnt
Novelties,
Large
Cameras,
The number of moose is 20·') against 1!·1 I is it in Boston where he has been fSr a
MAINS.
PARIS,
SOUTH
lie sure to include this stock in your search for Christmas Gifts.
The license law, while it has I week or ten days.
η 1902.
was
to I
the
are
who
few
Kennebec,
a
unwilling
The
show,
Along
iept away
on Mon>ay the 31-"> tax. is regarded as a decided ; )resented at the Opera House
t success, having brought into the state l· lay evening to a fairly good attendance.
in I Capt. Amos F. Noyes, one of the best
;reaeury about $27.000 to be used
naintaining increased wardeu service. 11 mown of Norway's citizens, has been
Ile is now
sick but is improving.
The Washington County Railroad was Γ rery
·
• 1 years old.
Γ
W.
told at auction on Thursday to F.
The remains of Hannah L. Young,
I
the
price paid vho died at the Sisters' Hospital, LewisΛ*hittridge of N'ew York,
K'intf $2,300,000. the "upset price" fix-1 on, were brought to Norway on Moiiday
The road will continue I
< ■d by the court.
ind placed in the tomb at Pine Grove
Our great event at Xmas time ie our
η operation under practically the same 11
You need them
ilandkerchief Sale.
■emetery.
I1
sale
the
before,
as
being
nanagement
"Pool and Lunch Room" is the^new >very day in the year and now you will
ι eally a step in the legal process by !
ign put out by E. W. Dyer at his place ind our stock full of the best things, and
which the original company goes intol·
business next to James O. Crook cr's j it all prices. No one has too many.
>f
11
j n,solvency aud the value of the stock
itore, Main Street.
>ecomes nil.
The apple shipments from the Noi*way
The Maine State Grange held its an-1 station are still heavy. More ap'ples
I
:iave been shipped from this station this
mal session at Waterville last week,
with about 2000 people present, of whom I pear than ever before.
ibout 7o0 were delegates. The order I Col. L. II. Kendall of the First Fegilast year, I nent, N. G. S. M., of Biddeford, wat, in
ias ÔOS'l more members than
md 30 more subordinate granges, while 11 own Friday and Saturday ami attended
•leven grange halls have been built dur- 11 he drill of Company I) of his regiwent
time of the
the
This is
make them happier.
That part of Worthy Mas- •'riday evening. The attendance for'the
THOUGHTS at Christmas time are of others, and what we can do to
ng the year.
The
;er Gardner's address which caused most ι inie was good and the drill excellent.
of our time, talents or money, for it is more blessed to give than to receive.
our little world
whole year. We can all
Scott Truman, son of Beverly Tru'nan
romment was that in which he criticised
them
for
and
them. We can get more real
:he Maine game laws, and t.'ie St. Louis I, >f this place, is a member of the United
what Santa will
children get a great deal of enjoyment
On Weduesday the l· states Cavalry lately stationed at Fort
og cabin idea.
We have tried
to buy.
where
and
to
what
decide
that
hints
Here are a few
you
may
■flicers were chosen. The present rnas- £than Allen, which left Burlington, Vt.,
and our friends. Buy useful things when you can.
Waists make pretty and acceptable
:er, Obadiah Gardner of Rocklan<l, was Friday for New York, from which city
gifts. We have just received a new line,
coming here.
re-elected by a vote of 2β1> to 170 for j lis troop will sail on Transport Kilto make our store attractive, so you will
making our stock larger than ever for
latrick for the Philippines. Ile
lion. John A. Roberts of Norway, and a
Xmas.
11
two
ο be gone
years.
few scattering votes.
ONE LOT all-wool flannel, front and
D. W.Goodwin and Bines Mills-are

each.

In

to

25c.

j

pied

ALL KINDS OF FOOTWEAR.

',

prices

The Late Bird

Gets the Worm,

SMILEY

NORWAY,

Saturday

SHURTLEFF

Cases, Boston Bags, Woolj
Street Blankets, and Fur Robes,

Sleigh Heaters

j

Robe.

CHRISTMAS
HANDKERCHIEFS,

a

Buyers

My prices

in all

-—GREATLY REDUCED PRICES^

SQUARE,

Handkerchief
Sale.

as

Our Motto:

Dr. Austin Tenney,
will be

at

Elm

Coats

What lady would not like a new Fur
for Xraas? This is the greatest Fur seaMARKED DOWN.
They make fine presents to send away,
Your costume looks
son ever known.
than
or they can be sent so easily. More
Our coats were cheap at the regular
finished with a pretty Fur.
hundred styles to be found in our disprice; now they are genuine bargains
One Lot black coney, long, β tails, and
play.
VVe have marked them down very early,
$2.00
wear cord,
20 to 30 styles of good cambric, plain,
you a chance to
thereby
giving
ace bordered, hemmed, and pictured,
One Lot 'arge collar, fine wearing fur,
Come early, for the best
them
longer.
only 5c.
lace
15 to 20 styles of tine cambric,
10c.
nsertion, beading, hemmed,
tine cambric and
15 to 20 styles in
l-2c.
inen, neatest and newest styles, 12
20 to 30 styles in linen, embroidered,
hemmed, insertion, and
ace

;

edged,

House, Norway,

Wednesday, Jan. 13th,
I P. M.

9 A.

M. to I
»

1

jverything
20

Eyes Examined free.

'But he whoee haml ha·»broken
The links of love'» <oUeo chain
Haa Kiven hl.-i sacre·! proinl»e
That we may meet her again."

Bankrupt's

by giving
bring

Fur Neckwear.

LADIES' AND MISSES'

,'utting

irs.

Obituary.

sympathy in uur
their kindness and
recent sorrow, the death of our dear
mother. We also render our heartfelt
thanks fur the beutiful tloral offerings.
Makv H. Capik.
J Κ Ν NIK S. HEALD.
Ends D. Heald.

to 30

new,

styles,

25c.

tine all linen,

37 l-2c., 50c., 75c.

Towels.

Petition for Discharge.,

relating to Bankruptcy;
of
surrendered all hla property and rights \he
with all
property, and has fully compilod
of
order*
the
of
and
Acta
«aid
requirements of hie
bankruptcy.
Court touching
deerted
be
he
That
may
Where tore he ρ ray β,
from all
full
by the Court to have a his discharge
estate under raid
Jebta provable against
are
as
Bankruptcy Acta, except such debts
such discharge.
excepted by law from of
laid.
D.
A.
November.
Dated this 30th day
WILLIAM H. ROBINSON,
Bankrupt.
ORDFB OF NOTICE THKBEOV.
trée*

Personal.
Frank Durgin, formerly of Brownfield,
who recently completed an enlistment of
three years in the United States Army
and now I ves in Boston, has secured a
situation as brakeraan on tin trains of

on

muf-j

District of Maura, es.
on readOn this lath day of Dec., A. D. 19U3,
petition. It toing the foregoing
a
That
hearing be had
Ordered by the Court,
on the 8th day of Jan., A. D.
upon the same
In amid disPortland,
at
ls*M. before said Court
and that notrict. at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ;
Oxford
the
In
Demobe
thereo'
published
tice
«aid District, and
crat, a newspaper printed In
1 In
that all known creditors, and other person
and pli ce,
interest, may appear at the said time
the
and show cause. If any they have, why
should not be granted.
prayer of said petitioner
That
And It is further ordered by the Court,
all known credthe Clerk shall send by mall to
and this ortler, a<litors copies of raid petition
as
to them at their place· of resldeuc·

j dreeeed
stated.
the Hon. Clarence IIale Ju !ge
j Wltneat
at F îrtthe said Court, and the seal thereof,
of

land. In said District,
A. D. 190».

on

the 19th day of Dec.,

JAMBS X. HBWEY, Clert.
A true copy of petition and order thereon..
Attest: JAMKS B. HBWB Y, ClerV

[l. ·.]

as

Shirt Waists.

the millionaire.

Something Useful.
happiest

help

making gifts

enjoyment planning
buy,

See our many other

Children's Coats.

Night Gowns, j

Gowns of Outing Flannel are used a
great deal, because they are so warm and

will pay you to look over our

It
styles and prices. stock.

large

Dress Goods.

of
Our dress goods department is one
This is useful, and with napkins to
i
match makes a tine Xinas gift. We have our largest. Here you will find almost
drees
direct
a large stock of the best linens,
anythiiig from goods for the baby's
to the beet black suitings.
from the importers.
A drees pattern from any of the new
One Lot bleached and unbleached,
Armure, Granseveral patterns, 04 in. wide; napkins to or staple goods, Zibeline,
50c. ites, Chevio's, Novelty Suitings, Nun's
match some patterns,
or Cashmere, would be a nice
One Lot bleached damask, all Ijnen, Veiling
Prices lowest to bo
75c. present for anyone.
72 in. wide, dot and leaf patterns,
found on quality of goods.
in.
72
bleached,
linen,
Lot
One
heavy
$1.00
wide, several patterns,

Napkins.

quality linen, pretty

figured, hemstitched,

These

are

always acceptable.

They

in so many sizes,' materials and
colors that you will find one to suit your
Piltaate. Also fine line of the Picture
25c. and 50c.
low Tops at
We have the Down Pillows and the
cheaper mixtures.
One Lot of sateen, pretty figure,
87c.
ruffle, 18 in., only
50c. and $1.00
Others at
come

colore, tucked yoke, with
good sizes,

Bags,

Gloves.

Fancy Stocks.

Any of your lady friends will appreciYou can put
ate a pretty stock collar.
in lots of work making an elegant one,

or
buy one of our ready-made ones.
These make an excellent present to Newest novelties,
25c. and 50c.
send away, for they are light, aud easy
We have the foundation collar·, silk
to send away by mail.
and cotton applique, and ribbon for
CALP GLOVES. These come In black,
making collars.
white and colored, ladies' and misses'
25c.
sizes,

ONE LOT Ladies' Golf Gloves, all
colors, clasps, Angoras and the plain

Pin Cushions.

Just see our line of Fancy Tin Cush50c. ions if you cannot decide on a gift for
unes,
LINED KID Gloves, fur at wrists, your girl friends. These are something
91.00 new, and they make attractive and useful
warm and durable,
FINE LINED Mocha Mittens, ladies' gift*.
ONE LOT cushions, 3 in. square, cov$1.00
sizes, very warm,
ered and ruffled with satin, hand-painted,
white silk,
DRESSED KID Gloves in black,
25c.
$1.75 white and colore, of tine warranted kid, pink, blue, red, yellow,
ONE LOT 6 in. long, narrow, satin
$1.25
2-claep,
ruffle, ribbon rosettes, all covered with
87c.
lace, all colore,

Underskirts.

Head Rests.

Get one of these warm sxirte and defy
the cold.
One Lot of good outing, with liounoe,
Another pretty, inexpensive little arti50c. cle, ornamental as well as usoful. They
edged with 3-inch lace,
come
in sateen, silk, and printed velvet.
in
colOne Lot of best outing,
plain
ONE LOT of printed velvet, threeors, two flounces, overcast edges, pretty
98c. cornered, cords,
25c.
and warm,

ONE LOT, β in. square, covered and
ruffled with satin, ribbon in each corner,
li.'OO
all covered with lace,
ONE LOT, two shapes, β in. aquare
and 9 in. long, narrow, covered with embroidered satin, satin ruffle, covered with
silk lace, ribbon rosette* in each corner,
$1.50
all colors,

Aprons.
dainty white Apron·, excel-

We have a great
for ladies and miue·. All
price·, from 15c. up.

lent, inexpensive flft·.

$2.25
One Lot Tray Cloths, fine linen, plain !

or

Sofa Pillows.

One Lot outing gowns, iu pink and
blue stripe, trimmed with braid, sizes 14
50c.
to 17,
One Lot of good heavy outing, edge
of collar and and cuff overcast with silk,
regular colore, good length, and full;
$1.00
sizes 14 to 19,
One Lot of fine heavy outing, plain

•3.50

Wrist Bags, Chatelaine
WHITE WAISTS of vestings In sevBags, Leather and Metal Purses, Pins, eral
11.98
styles, vury neat, only
numerous
too
and
Combs, Pans,
things
Co mention.
Boston

See our

These are very acceptable.
One Lot 20 in., good quality and pret$1.50
ty patterns, all linen,
One Lot of tine
patterns, 22 in.,

cheap.

$1.49
back tucked, back lined, stylish,
ONE LOT all-wool Nun's Veiling, in
Yoke with
red, blue, pink, and white.
shirring, tabs, with white buttons, lined,

An umbrella is always acceptable.
have a fine line for Xmas ni ft.ν
ONE LOT of mercerized, fast black,
*2.50
91.25
Dxidized handles,
ONE LOT all-wool cashmere, back
ONE LOT of silk and linen mixture, and sleeve tucked, yoke with shirring,
fast black, pretty handler, steel rod, ?2. front embroidered, very neat and pretty,
$2.96
Others with gold and sterling handle,
ON*Ε LOT plain and metal printed
velvet, tucked, stitched with white silk,
We

91.08

tassel,

What little girl would not like a new
:oat? A very serviceable gift.
One Lot of blue, red and castor, all
wool goods, large sailor collar, trimmed
$2.98
with white braid, lined, only
coats, of zibeline, in
One Lot

Table Damask.

Umbrellas.

Dressing
Sacques.

Nearly every woman would like one of
tlieso warm garment»; they are s<< convenient to slip on cool mornings.
We Have One Lot of flannelette, medium dark, trimmed with narrow braid,
87c.
$5.00 lined,
brown and black, ϋ tails, only
jncs are going fast.
One Lot Kimonos, of llannelette, light
One Lot of line brown fur, fur lined
One Lot black and Oxford, three-quarand wide bands of dark, lar«e
:er length, satin liued; was $12.50, now at neck, very long, fastens with orna- colore,
$1.00
$10.00 ment and hook, Hat, satin lined below sleeve,
$10.00
ti tails,
One Lot sacques of good eiderdown,
One Lot Kersey, in black and castor, fasteners,
with
$7.50
were S 10.00, now
Many other styles and prices up to $18. in red, blue, pink, and gray, edged $1.50
fastened with frogs,
worsted,
dark
and
blue,
capes,
black
One Lot
One Lot of fine heavy eiderdown,
$5.00
lined; were $8.50, now
large collar, and front trimmed with
three rows braid, fastens with cord and

A pretty towel is always useful.
)
a the matter of
WILLIAM H. BOBINSON, { In Bankruptcy.
One Lot Linen Towels, 16x32 in.,
Bankrupt. )
tiemmed ends and fringe, white and coiof the l»ls12 l-2c. j
Γο the Hon. Clahk.nck Hale, Judge
long
ned border,
District
the
for
States
United
trlct Court of the
and brown, mixed, very
Pure Linen, 18x38 in., hem- ; blue, green,
Lot
of Maine:
One
$5.00
In'tbe
25c. ; warm and stylish,
V1MLLIAM II. ROBINSON, of Parle,
colored
border,
and
white
lu
Main*,
itiched,
Stale
of
County of Oxford, ami
M
One Lot misses1 coats, of heavy mathat on·the
Damask
Lot all tine Linen
wld District, reeuectfully represents
One
with braid and buttons,
he wae duly
i.sth Jay of July, hut past,
worked ends, 22x38 in., terial, trimmed
Act* or Con- Towels, Mexican
$3.50
i<iju<lge<l bankrupt under thethat
50c. belt; was $5, now
he has duly

Card of. Thanks.
We, the undersigned, wish to express
for
our sincere thanks to our friends

Bolster & Co.

enjoy

ice at Norway Lake for the f;*rmLast year Goodwin cut about'tive
housand cakes of ice and this "ear
told his spool mill iu that town, now
nearly icady for occupaucy, to Newton ι uuch more will be harvested. It *has
S. Stowell. Mr. Stowell has been in the ι low become a necessity with those .vho
<
«pool business fur several years. Mr. ;ell cream in order to keep the cream
Harlow's mill was burned in the fall, | iw cet for the market.
»nd he immediately set about rebuildsold tu
ng the mill which he has now
Mr. Stowell, and which is expected to
first of {
the
about
»e ready for operation
The mill
employs about
January.
twenty-live hands.

the Boston Elevated Railway.
Some idea of the freight business done
the Grand Trunk may be gathered
Business Notices.
from a computation made a few days
since by two of the officials in the PortWarm underwear, caps, mittens, F.
land office of the road. Their reckon- H.
Noyes Co.
cars
of
freight
in»; was of the number
armlets and braces 25c. tu $1.
Fancy
over
Portland
into
which were hauled
F. H. Noyes Co.
endthe
Trunk
the Grand
year
during
not
Fur gloves, fur mittens, fur coats at
ing July 1, 1903. The figures are
near it. F. H. Noyes Co.
but
very
accurate,
absolutely
Christmas ties, handkerchiefs,
They show that approximately 70,000
loaded cars arrived during the year. Here, F. H. Noyes Co.
These would make a solid train 4(14 miles
15c.,
Initial handkerchiefs 5c., 10c
long, tilling a single track from Portland 25e., 50c., at the Blue Stores.
at
through Montreal about to Kingston,the
the foot of Ijkke Ontario. During
Shirts, hosiery, gloves and mittens
thirty hours from 12 o'clock Saturday for Christmas, F. H. Noyes Co.
night, the 12th, to β o'clock Monday' Give him oue of F. H. Noyes Co.'s
morning, 448 cars arrived in Portland— rain coats for Christmas. What batter?
y ver three miles la length of train.

brighten
anticipating

expScts

In North Bucktield, Νυν. 20th, Mrs.
Calista W. Swallow, aged SW years, 5
months.
Once more the shallow of the Keeper's wtny;.
Drops «lark acroee our w»f.
\* she whom we love eo tenderly
le borne from e irth away."

cheap

naturally

OUR

(

at

The Store where the child can—^·

buy

Harlow Spool Mill Sold.
Hon. Johu 8. Harlow of Dixtield has

Departments

THOUGHTS FOR CHRISTMAS !

Annual

J

our

Dayton

N.

gift.

|j

use-

Reasonable Prices.

Fancy Articles

MRS. E. A. HOWE,

find many

"Christmas Gifts"

REMOVAL SALE.

Bags,

can

ful and sensible

Baby Sleigh

JAMES N. FAVOR, GraSREs°s7thoerIucker

Stock Collars,

^

or

GOODS Σ

HOLIDAY

Suit

I. K. Chase, So. Paris.

iustitu-|i

F. A. Shurtleff & Co., So. Paris.
SHURTLEFF

■

11

AT THE PHARMACY OF

STORE,

SHOE

buy

ready

goods

pleased

Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases,

^

■

exceptional
glass.
goods

always right.

2δο.

many

style·

These are but a few of the many useful
that w· hav· in stock for naafal
Be «are to coos· In and let tie
•how you the·· aad other·.

thing·
gift·.

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

Mrs & Pert Pianos.

tothe Udt.
&£*«*·*
0ta^SKS22?no^^f2Ploe M!t°*
Hmmnw

CwwrfHwy lipu<»

ooldhm,

of

The New England Coneervatorv
M uaic la about to move into ita beautiful
Thia
new buildings on the Back
Bay.
la the largest school of muaie in the
world, and ita prominence among
American institution· haa been conceded
ever sine· it waa founded in 1853 by Or.
Κ ben Tuurjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte inatruction waa being
developed, a few Ivera A Pond pianos
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
aerratory has expanded, there have
gradually been acquired 268 Ivera A
With the expansion inPond pianos.
cidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order for 31
additional Ivera A Pond pianos, making
a total of 299.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than 20 years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.

Played

W. J. WHEELER,

That "played eat**—"done up"
in*: makes life miserable for every
sufferer from Kidney ills, backaches,
headaches and urinary troubles, painful and annoyiag.
feel-

Doan's
Kidney Pills

Agent,

betes.

BO YEARS*
EXPERIENCE

Patents
"ommm

wv*
Copyrights Ac.
Λητοη*· *«»nit1ni{ « «ketrh and doecrtptton mat
lulckly aaeertalu our opinion frw whether an
invention i* probably patentable. *'·didiuiiIo*.
•lonaMrtcUjr CotiBJenttal. Handbook oil r.itrau
•ent fri'O. OMest iweti.-v for securui* patent».
Intent· taken through Muiid a Co. receive
the
«|w. iM H../U·», without churwe. Ut

Scientific American.

\ handaomely '.llintrated weekly. ltf»m cip.
Sainton of *ητ X-HM1 title tournai. Tertna, S3 *
newadealer*
fear: foar mon the, |L Sol«l by all

t Co.3""™*"· New IXTijrl
XUNN
C.
Branch «.HBce. OS r St, Wutun.

Mr. L. T. Wilson, sallmaker on Market
conPortmouth. Ν. H.. says: "1
me
a very bad cold which affected
of
the
the
part
lu the lolus aud In
upper
some
client, causing distressing lauieuesa.
stiffened
urluary difficulty ami I was quite
about
considerable
read
bad
1
As
up.
l>oan's Kidney Pills I went to Phllbrlck's
They went to the
pharmacy and got a box.not
use but part of
s|«>t at once, and I did
trouble.
the bos before I was uulte over my
to a friend,
box
I gave the balance or my
him. alcure
and there was plenty to
though neither of us are very lightweights.

stret-t.

tracted

I

aiu

prepared from my
from their effects

personal experience

highly
on others
and
can
rviommeud Doan's Kidney Pills. You
refer to me."
cent·. Foe·
For Hsle by all druggists; SO
ter-Mllbura Cu. buffalo, Ν. Y.

CMS S

to

PHOTOGRAPHIC

HAIIH,

93 Mala II., «toath

Boys Wanted

Mall orders

IN SHOE FACTORY,

Several
who

boys

atout 16 year* of' age

strong and who wiah

are

opportunity

to learn the «hoc buai-

positiona
capable boys.
Apply at once to
Good

nés».

an

are

open

to

smart,

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,
Mechanic Falls, Me.

NASH,

J. WALDO

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIC BLOCK,

NORWAY.

Telephone Connection.

Hearts

Are due Μ laUgsBOOc· Ninety-atae «I
mm hundred poop* who have heart I
eaa nmsmttr whoa It was impie t
H a a soenuiic fact that ail mm at
bon.
heart has s sa. aot organic. era eel eaiv
fraceehfc a. bel are the direct rasait of ladigsstton. Ali food taken into the —omach
which faia a parted a.gestlon fermena aad
awalia the samai-h. puffing it up again* the
heart. Tha Iwertoree w:th the action t»
the heart, aad a the course of time thai
dahcaa bel *ttal organ becomes issml·
Λ
Q..asrs I hmt
ar D ir.aihla.*
kwM mé «as Si a M au*· u 1 had haart ΙτοαΜβ
was a. Isa K*M OreeatCmlsiaiM
MUs sad a anl sa.

Kodol Win!· What Yoa tel

sad retavea the aomach of all
arain aad tha heart of all pressure:
•rtbasoaiy. «1.00 Slsa hosttag 2% tea· the Mi
ass. which sails for 50c
hf L α OeWITT A OA, OHM

»

by g. A. Shurtleff *.Co.

m

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Nasal

•h

I;» ell Its ttrM there
..i be ele«uiine>e.

EIj'h Cream Halm

■
γΙλιιλ»,·
'h· d'.i<Ά<<.ύ rra'T.-.e.
·β
It cures iita::hai- lC.
v*ny a cold ia tU« lKud

quickly.

Supplies.

Ν. H,

Berlin,
Catalogues

sent on

y·

re.uu

ύ&'Τ

^gjL

IUl:a i« ni&ced Into the

Healthy
It needs only u
little watcbfiiluese tu
keep childrvu in good beailtb.
Look fortbeaymptoni* of little
M 111· and tnwt tti-ia promptly to
m ward off mure serious sick ueaa.

J

True'slI
I Dr.ELIXIR

A LOW PRICE
OS

—

great iwnedy (or cluldhood complaints. Κ or stomach and bowel dieorders. Induration, constipation. poor
appetite, frvers and worms it 1· till
Nniuuiikw. peeTiali^^k equaled.
ηess uni a taninud frelinu all
tndicat«-trouhl<rsthat aretra-ed
%
and
quick relief followsthe use of
Dr. Τπι·'ι Elixir. Owr Soyrarstn tue.
Ή AU
for
rte*
Write
booklet,
dmcglau.uc.
Κ
« "Children and Their l>ts tains."
JR. I. F. TRUE A CO.. Auburn. Me.

—

Carpets

Wool
to

1

1· the

■

up stock.

We want to find

I a housekeeper

Chas. F. Ridlon,

for

an

ferred.
For

elderly gentle-

40 to 60 preWork will not be hard.

man, a woman from

particulars apply

MAINE.

to

Selectmen of Norway.

NORWAY,
*

CHANDLER,

Ε. IV.

Special

Club Offer.

By a special arrangement with the
publishers we are enabled to offer that
best of all agricultural papers

Builders' Finish ! The New England Farmer

1 wtll furnleh DOORS an.t WINDOWS of any
St*e or Style at reasonable price*.

Also Window & Door Frames.

If In want of any kind of FToleh for Inelde or
Outside work. #end In your orient Pine Lum
ber and Shingle· on ban<l Cheap for Caab.

and Job Work.

Planing, Sawing
Matched Hard Wood

Ε.

Floor Boards for «aie.

CHANDLER,

VV

Main*.

West Sumner

Livery Stock (or Sale !

20

10

horses, two-seated

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT
$2.25 per year in advance. Subscriptions may begin now and will be sent
The only condition
until Jan. 1, 1906.

at

attaching to this proposition is that
subscriptions to the Farmer shall

all
be

Address or call at the office of

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT.

carriages.

top buggies, 4 surries, 4 bicycle

carriages (open),

Uoine Telephone Call. 108-5.
Andrew· Houae Stable Call. 105-U.

Stallion,

Black

DECORATE,
By

"Every
Dare

Dam,
2:11

Jewel,

Inch

King."

Devil, record a 109.
dam of Lord March,

i-a, and Point

Send for circular.

W. J
South Paria,

a

Dexter,

a :ai

Wheeler,

Bmt or ill Spring Medici»··-Mgr.
Acceptable to the Stomach and
Gantier in it» Action
"W th my own and my family's experience we consider 'L. F.' Atwood'·
Bitters the beat medicine in the market.
For a spring medicine It is certainly
the beat. It ia better than pUls. alia,
salts or other disagreeable medicine·
and la more easily taken, more aoceptable to the stomach, more c*ntle In its
action, and more beneficial tat its effects. I would prefer one bottle of 'L.
'.'Atwood'» Bitters to two doctors."—
SaaiLaa, W. Farm in gton. Me.

t'S

Tho Two "l. F." it · Tim··
Tooted Remedy of Reliable EIRoocy

i-a.

W· Do all Kind· of....
JOB PRINTING.
Main·

DAILY

Both Papers One Year lor $2.25.

NEWS-

ricCLURE'S
MAGAZINE

always

Argus Pub. Co.,

In 1904

ri»-111

J

large stock of
and Organs, and have

I have

[

Pianos

nice trades in second

hand instruments.

Every

Every

Up=to=Date

Wide=Awake
Farmer

Farmer

High-Class

"StTck

Agricultural Weekly

frying' j

The

j
J

Atwood A Fartaa, SomHi Porta.

Democrat,
South Paris, Me.,

The New-York

Farmer,

J

W.

J.

Wheeler,

$1.75

The Democrat, So. Paris, Me.

boa{.

Secretary.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
quantity desired.

In any

HILLS,

CUR

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

Optician.

SIMON STAHL,

NORWAY,

HERE HE IS AGAIN!

ST. ^teaaaaaM

I

Free
Trial

the Romoc
expounds
the Theories of Health. This
is What He Says:

Once

SEE

here,

good people,

making
advice,

only

again

badly,

probably

better,

Romoc,
simply
fortify yourself against
months.
during
travels,

rock.

world

whole,

nothing

There

Rheumatism, Indigesof,
effectually
Troubles,
tion, Nervousness,and
curing
ills,

the

absolutely

derangements

»

Heavy Team Horses.
pairs

W.J

Wheeler,

Spruce,

\Γ Λ

poisons

cines

ingenuity

their detriment,

relating Romoc,
remedy.

is,

Pop-

lengths.

long

strengtEene

k

WANTED !

paint

if.

ÈÏ

just

pairs

nice three seated

1

wagon, harness, whips, robes, etc.
Will lease stable to run livery busiThis is a uice, clean livery
ness.
No
stock and excelltnt opening.
competition. Will sell on easy terras.
F. B. FOGG,
South Paris.
May 3, 1903.

Eood

AS

WEEKLY ARGUS.

J.

in connection with

new ones.

metropolitan
aa a dally,

£

■

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

newapaper for busy people, a) mom .1*
and your Rural Free Delivery Canin
rings it to your door three times every week.
It la published on Mondaya, Wedneadaya ami Fri<Uva,
and contains all the most important news cf The Daily
Tribune, which la a guarantee „f its value.
If you live In the village or on a farm and have n<t
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept In close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small coat.
The regular prie· of THE NEW YORK TKI-* ΕΕΜΛ
TRIBUNE is only ll.ftO per y«ar. butyon ran serum it *tt!i
your own favorit· lucsi newspaper. Ttw Otford Democrat,

la a

PAPER.

[

close out odd pattern» and clear

GOOD
A

j

Children

application.

AS

The Eastern Argue haa started upon tu second
century of faithful and progressive service a·
the leading Democratic paper of Maine, fully
equipped to meet all the requirement* of Its

and combinations. While this may be
large and growing circulation.
true, yet it is equally certain that atmeaning,
Fliat and foremost the Argus Is a Maine new»·
tractive and dainty serving has as much
place.
paper devoted to the InteresU of the State of
influence in stimulating appetite as
Maine, and especially of the First District. II
wholesome cookery.
*o. SX7.—A PlcUry Pvaale.
alms to covtr the local Held with painstaking
With most cooks, a dish that is plain
thoroughness and intelligence.
unattractive,
in construction is also
Politically It will continue to advocate the piin
when not even repellent in appearance;
clples of Jeffersonlan democracy with which It
but this need not be. It is possible to
baa
lieen Identified fora hundred years, sincerely,
serve the plainest of foods daintily, even
earnestly and courteously, without fear aad
and
a
little
if
thought
picturesquely,
without malice.
time be given the subject, and this in
The news of the world will b«comprehensively
turn will be more than
compensated earth daily from an adjoining hill to the
In covered from day to day, and all the news of
for in the family's greater enjoyment of basin. Twenty cars and seven locomo- error, for Slegcn met Prince Rui»ert
Interest to Maine readers will be found la It·
the viands.
tives help the shovels, and a big plow RrtiHxeltt in 1ιίΓ>4 and disclosed the prnr
Take so simple a luncheon dish as po- pushed bv a seventy-five-ton locomotive e*s to him then and there. km<.vinn columns.
The Argus devote· particular attention U>
tatoes
salmon, for instance. Instead does the work of one hundred men in that the prliu-e had already practiced
Vnd yo*r onlsr and money to The Oiford Drm.<r»t
Hu.lnes- and Flnan· °al Interest·, lu .hipping
of serving each separately and in the scalping the adjoining hill, which is to be 1
S«Hith Pari». Main·
etching.
cm
reporta lielng unrivalled for arrvnrf and
Tner nam· ami addrwu <>o a postal rard t·· THE NEW.
stereotyped form, why not try a potato improved by the company as a part of
More than a hundred enjrravi»r« in ρ lateness.
·
mound?
YOU* TRI.WEEKLY TRflM NE. New Y .rk
ty
the opeiation^
Sir
of
the
»
aad
did
for
la
all
Its
various
picture*
mezxotliit
départi—ts
ports
First mash and season the potatoes as
bring you » frM aaaple copy.
The completion of the "Ogden Cut-off"
the
Mu-lr
and
Women's
line
what
«ngrnveni Paetlir.es,
InteresU,
you would for ordinary serving; then, of tho Central Pacific is a triumph over Joshua Reynolds
Drams, Man A taut Town, Mortal news aa-l the
of had done for Ituphacl.
while still hot, pack them closely in a combative nature in the history
tie
the
will
like,
stronger than ever. while
Argus
which
you American railroad construction. It ha*
bowl or round tureen, into
In <arefully selected mtarrtlaaaous read!· « la
;ςκχ<^:·οο<χ«σοοοοοοοοοοσοο C«><jOQOV™r- -OWOWWC-.-.-.-X;
have tirst set a smaller bowl; let net, been a battle between engineer* with
Tfcv *♦■·» of »«rll.
of
human Intrre-l the
all
Argua
departments
hot
on
a
removing
out
dish,
then turn
THOUSANDS SAY THAT
millions of money behind them, and
Tliat we Imtv tM»t entirely Inat il»e Will be aa
Indispensable family paper
the inner bowl, which leaves you a iav· what seemed to be a bottomless (treat
animal baaia of judgment. the ««-n««e of
salmon
setting
the
Heat
mold.
by
transory
Salt Lake. W ithin a short time
atiH'll. H proved hy |Im> fart vr 41
the can in boiling water, and empty continental passenger* will ride directly
< ther
« f
pe«>
without breaking into the well left in arroM the lake, a distance of one bon- tell onwlvea very unrh
The Weekly Argue will keep up Ma eh! Msae
the mold of potatoes. Garnish the dish dred and seven miles, and President K. pie by the nnae. ofVn HMOfi<«rWHMly
lh< ir fri< n<U by repuuti α aa a family m w<p»i-er. «)<.·ιι>* the
I with mournlx of hot and seasoned
H. Ilarriman, who has decided to be on Tlte blind dlntiniruUh
news of the «tale aa-l giving careful sttraMu· to
innt·
or parsley, and serve hot.
board the first train, will be entitled to the wuiell of haitdkcrrhW-Γ· or
»«!··« rlbrrs
»wl ιιη···ο lu aiarkeu aad ship aew· report·
\nother pretty dish is potatoes and the privilege by virtue of tbe f4,«00,0Q0 CncnnM'Iniia
Mitiif
W(*k. Argus are entitled to the »a»ufisy
the
Mash and season
po- wbich this single
\v«
I
of
construction
fieM
th'-lr
egg·.
have
poached
•rions
piece
JiMcnicnl»
A well known proverb it* her»· illu*
TMa practically
«llstoa of the Ihtlly Argus
tatoes but instead of piling them in a has cost the Central Pacific.
know far more by «moll than I· ·»ιρ makes the
tinted
#
Weekly a «wit Weekly aad give·
vegetable dish, lay them evenly on a
The work ww begun nearly two years
hn«e
apparently the .ir ~rl>»r s >*Γ(ΐ «...unie ,»f i.i-WS f"t s
poîwd. Some eln«*r<
\\ ith the howl of 4 spoon
I large platter
ago, and unex|>erted obstacle· were en
In «en««rt as well a« small amount of
>o. nNM.—Kalaayi.
indentations, as many m yon have' countered from the Mart. Piling drop become th-gnMtH
amney
I
it the bent published at any price. Yet it is only to tent» a copy,
Thta 1-Ï-3-4 you ran tr/5
for tlwlr Ι·8«Ι« of uncial Jndg
I eggi to aenr·. Poach the eggs neatly
into the earth, as if poked through a habits,
pod
TBRM·.
l-S thla Ï-J-4 rely:
11»· an'mal*
of
re pare, ί
little
well!»
that
int..
the
them
Is
below
ρ
unlit
drop
mukr
.rust; mountains of earth dumped by
$t .00 a year.
An
The Daily Arrus Is ««-nt for WrenU per month,
for them, and serve a verv pretty a· well train loads vanished over night, and TIhmm- η lu» hav<> had their s, »*·« keen
You iuf«l mit tear to buy.
or #«. 00 |>er year la advance, and t: ι» at the
of
I as tasty dish
lo
and
in
fell
jml^i·
IN EVERV NLMBEK ΟΓ McC LUKE'S THEKE ΛΚΕ
ly rdwutnl are*ntvilHliiiiinl
temporary tracks simply
Again, potatoes make a very showy could not be found. Now and then the per*on« by otlors. AuntraTan « bihlrrn end of the year, free of pontage.
■·. a*»».— * Tkaak>«l>t·· Ulaaf*.
TV Weekly
IXCU'DINO TIIK
Argus,
the
had
appearance served in pineapple style.
of
trnllini:
gained
engineers thought they
tlie drjrllke *en*e
Six good short stories, huArticles of intense interest
SATI KItA V KDITluN, is sent at these rate·
Boil, mash, and senium, then to each day; tracks were laid after prodigious
people T»y «rent. and exp«Tlment re One copy, one year, free of postage, 11 '* * In admorous
of
the
pint of potato add one beaten eg* white
on
stories, stories of life
iab«.r and trains run over them. Sudgreatest
subjects
that thl* is to ηιιηο degree pro· vance or t'1.00 at the end of the year. Clul»* of
îshape into pineapple form, marking and denly the lake would swallow enbank- veals
attachment·
one
Strong
the
in
to
eut
with
a
skewer
advance.
free
of
In
and
action—and
every
I denting
represent
5,
national importance.
posUge, fftjOO
The
good.
menu, trains, and their crews.
last are not so rigidly ideal as we like to
eyea. Brush with beaten yelk of the engineers believe they have at
brown
and
to
basis
buttered
on
a
a
is
plate
There
physical
«gg. place
fought their way to solid foundation anp|M»s«>.
I «<ightly in the oven. .Serve with a uprig I but
they are still filling in and braJng all our like* and dislikes It is this
Ι of parsley stuck in the top, also around their trestle-work, and they will not which nnd'-rlies the demand of refined
99 Exchange St.,
risk a regular train sen-ice until the people that their friends shall be cleanj theInbase.
I
making chicken pies, vary the usual I work has stood severe tests.
Court.
McClure's will be more interesting, important and entertaining
ly.—Open
I form by cutting the crust into biscuits
If ΑΙΝΕ.
PORTLAND,
I When the new line is opened, thirtyI ami laying them on top. just touching nine miles in distance will be saved, and
than ever. "Every year better than the last or it would not be
This makes a
each other at edges.
A TIMELY SUGGESTION.
Ibetween two and three hours intime.
Ou one puiltrr we |"er*vi#e a aecresince
I pretty change and easier serving,
McClure's."
over the line will help paj
I
This is the season of the year when
tar) of Mute «lunoK tlie administration the carving is no longer a work requir- Ever}-train
I for the cost of the "cut-off." "Helper" the prudent and careful housewife reof Γ. S. («rant. On the oueju the eeu I ing skill.
pnrr Subscribe now for McClure's for 1904, and get the November ô
I engines will be discarded, less coal used, plenishes her supply of Chamberlain1»
the third I
Ο
χ
Γ l\CL· and December numbers of 1903 free.
ter a country lit Europe
Bake bread, both brown and white, in I fewer
be
operators,
to
switchmen,
telegraph
is
certain
It
Cough Remedy.
platter a fau.oua writer of »*sa|s. in pound baking-powder cans, or the cans I and section men employed, and train needed before the winter is over, and
X
S. McClube Company, 623 Lexington Bldg., New York, Ν. Y.
The
S.
These
in which corn and peas are sold.
oue of the dtalKn a vv^ctubW ίηΐηκίιι·:crews who are paid by their mileage will results are much more prompt
and
when
and
eooooooooc
rouud
into
slices,
cut
Pn
o<m>oo<>ooo£hxmx>o<hxh>oooo^^
another,
a
pretty
into
and
These
J by UnlelgU
Europe,
receive smaller wages.
satisfactory when it is kept at hand and
I alternated on a plate, a slice of white, hundred other
savings are reckoned given as soon as the cold is contracted
part of the Hriti*h communier during
new
a
of brown bread, the appearance of with in the economic
then
I
ol
in
another,
I
justification
the Uex oliulonaiy war.
and before it has become settled in the
the plate pays for any trouble it may I such railroad
as these,
a
instance
to
l*eii
able
improvements
that which no natlou has
system. In almost every
I have been.
Tbe precedent set by the Central Pa severe cold may be warded off by taking
h' >r deneert.
do to the I'nititl Stat·*,
these round loaves are just the j cific is
Again,
the West this
followed
to
be
by
likely
remedy freely as soon as the first some
the pie made fatuous by (Ale of our I thing for sandwiches for holiday serving.
I ern Pacific, the new road building be
indication of the cold appears. Thorc
IHjeia; also the fruit of α tn-e Ιμ·:ιπιι« I Steam your veal loaf or mold your press- I tween Salt Lake and San Francisco, and
is no danger in giving it to children for
and
juirt of the mime bestowed by his sol- I ed chicken in cans of the same size,
la route has been surveyed across tin it contains no harmful substance. It is
diers u|h>ii Andrew Jacksou. and tow lis the cutting and making ie simplified, I southern end of the lake, where fore
pleasant to take—both adults and chilwhile the daintiness of the sandwiches is I
1 bave one Colonial Style, mahogany
iu New Jersey.
warning prompted a successful searcl dren like it. Huy it and you will get
NEEDS
I doubled.
for firmer foundation.—Collier's Weekly the best.
who is interested in the news of hie
It always cures. For sale by case, Pease piano, 7} octave, almost new,
infor
roll
I Steamed puddings, cherry
A
for
>o. :UMI.—< Utirude.
$185.
South Paris; Stevens,
town and county should subscribe
of Daylight.' Shnrtleff & Co.,
stance, cut aud serve more attractivelv Future Lamp a
When the tirst ship explorera l'ore
Ono walnut case Poole piano, almost
Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
for a
when steamed in these round cans; so'
lu tu my whols's low island shore.
New Yorkers who have strolled latelj
new, for $900, worth 9250.
I also, do cereals when molded for
They found my kikst a savage there,
to give him the experience of others
I at night along upper Broadway liav< 1
Don't let your maid scrub the nice new
One second hand Ivers A- Pond piano, Good Local
l>ressed in the skins of bear or deer.
I .Serve hard boiled eggs in iudividual I had their attention arrested by a brilliant
and
suds;
water
hot
in all the advanced methods and
soap
oil cloth with
walnut case, for $250, worth $300.
And nut a second did he wear·
I ueste of curled lettuce, or cress. Cut the I wand of
light afforded by a long glaei 1 have it wiped off with skim-milk and
For liie sun a rays he did not i*·ar.
at
Ruinoak
case
improvements which are an invaluable
have
a
I
nice
I white away from the yelks in shape of tube
organ
hanging in one of the store win warm water, and it will continue to weai ford
With Titian they could not deeper dye
aid in securing the largest possible
I petals, lay on the lettuce nests in shape Idows. The illumination
Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
intense a
is
to come.
weeks
the
for
with
face
in
touch
him
Hia dusky cheek and swarthy a row,
to
doings
bright
keep
lofa lily, with the round ball of yellow I
great trade.
But aince that day years rolling byprofits from the farm, and with
making the near-by gas liâmes pah
of his neighbors, the home markets,
UÂoKl there in the center, and let your family go a I tremors of white, the big street arci
One second hand Kstey organ at South
Have changed the scene.
BETTER TIIAN A PLASTER.
matter for every member of
special
I "daieying."
now
and all items of interest to himself
I zones of dim blue, and tho cheery littii 1
A piece of flannel dampened witli Paris, almost now, for $.15.
hiit family.
Make pretty cups from smooth red incandescent bulbs
A mighty city grand and gay!.
but "red-hot Camberlain's Pain Halm and bound on
I
nothing
11
and
One second hand Worcester organ,
family.
;
The savage tribes, oh. where ate they?
I tomatoes, till with mayonnaise dressing I
hairpins." The new lamp, due to Petei the affected parts, is better than a plas- wtops, in nice condition, for $45·
and serve individually on nests of green.
is said to be by lorn ter for a lame back and for
Hewitt,
in
the
Cooper
Oxford
pains
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
\o. SU 1.—Λ \ovel 7.1κ»··>κThe color combination will delight the
Tribune
I odds the cheapest form of light known side or chest. Pa:n Balm has no suwalnut case, never been hurt,
octave,
The words Ascribed arc of unequal I soul of the artist while pleasing the
I beating all other electric illuminant! 1
as a liniment for the relief ol
NHW-YORK CITY,
for $65.
perior
that
cost
and
of
the
$12'»,
I
When
guessed
epicure.
rightly
palate
leugth.
I several times over for efficiency and life
deep seated, muscular and rheumatic
will post you every week on all imCranberries to serve with meats arc
One second hand square piano, a nice
writteu one Itelow another,· take the
But it has a ghastly lino, lacking ret
wants
will
&
Co.,
sale
Shurtleff
For
your
admirably
supply
by
pains.
molded in the round cans, and
portant agricultural topics of the day,
ono, for $115, worth $140.
hi
tirst letter of the tirst worif. the last pretty
rays, because of its production
South Paris ; Stevens, Oxford; Noyef
for county news arrtl prove a welcome
and show you how to make money
I served in thick slices on a china plate.
The
"greenerv
mercury.
letter of the second word, th.? tirst letCATALOGUES.
vaporized
SEND
FOR
Store,
Norway.
Drug
from the farm.
visitor in every household.
Or molded in wine glanes and served a
yallery" of Grosveuor Gallery ant
ter of the third word. etc. This zigzag
mold to each person, inverted on a plate
Regular Price, $1.00 per Year.
Regular Price, $1.50 per Year.
Maine's 72 presidential post oflicet
I Gilbcrtian comic opera is well exemplify
will spell the name of a great poet. A
and
refreshing.
they are dainty
lin the grim color-effects produced.- gave Uncle Sam a net revenue of $544,231
second similar zigzag, beginning with
If fruit is your principal dessert, a litlast year, Portland, Augusta and BanI Collier's Weekly.
BILLIKUH IILOCK,
in serving will make it
the last letter of the tirst word, will
if you send your order
Both of these papers one year for
gor supplying half of it.
κ
of
the
more eubstan- I
of
his
fill
the
oue
of
thai
I
better
smaller
uaiue
be
the
poems.
place
IHnlue
He—"Could
spell
anything
4outh PnrK
to
the
with
money
To improve the appetite and strengthCrosswords: 1. To perforai. 2. Part I tial dessert.
I her foot?" She—"Yes, her shoe."
made into lilies
en the digestion, try a few doses ol
of the f<iot. 3. Destiny. 4. Stratum, j Oranges, for instance,
WANTED.
and served on a pretty doily on a china
Annual Heeling.
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tabô. To reverberate, ti. Sunburned. 7. A
I plate, are much more appetizing than
We would like to ask through th< 1 lets. Mr. J. II. Seitz, of Detroit, Mich.,
pronoun. S. Hock. 1). A number, lu. when served
The annual meeting of the Oxford
plain. To prepare them columns of your papor, if there is an] says, "They restored my appetite whet
Send your name and address to Tun New-Yobk Tkibckk Fa km κ κ, New12. The
Foreign. 11. A pleasure
cut the skin from the stem end to within person who has used Green's Angus ; impaired, relieved me of a bloated feel County P. of H. Mutual Fire InsurYork City, for free sample copy.
act of goiug out. 13. A comma nd. 14. la half inch of thèr blossom end into Flower for the euro of
Indigestion, Dye ing and caused a pleasant and satisfac ance Co. will be held at South Paris
To faint.
sixths. Separate the skin from the pulp pepsia, and Liver Troubles that has no tory movement of the bowels." Then
«
on the 26th day of December at 10
into petals, tucking the points inward to been cured—and we also mean theii are
people in this community who need
in Paris Grange Hall.
So. MHt.—Additions'.
form loops. This for the lily bud. For results, such as sour stomach, fermenta just such a medicine. For sale by Shurt o'clock A. M.
H. D. HAMMOND, President.
the fully opened flower, cut the skin as tion of food, habitual costiveness, nervoui 1 leff A Co., South Paris; Stevens, Oxford
Add D to wrath and have peril.
Add l> to a boy's name and have a before, and turn back as petals, leaving dyspepsia, headaches, despondent feel Noyes Drug Store, Norway. Every bo>
CIIAS. EDWARDS,
them open; then separate the orange in· ings, sleeplessness—in fact, any troubh warranted.
fop.
World.
connected with the stomach or liver!
Add L) to hindmost and have dismal. I to sections.—Ladies'
A glass or two of water taken half at
This medicine has been sold for mam
hour before breakfast will usually keej
Fashion Notes.
years in all civilized countries, and w<
Λ Crooked Path.
with you and sent [ the bowels regular. Harsh cathartic!
Λ disdainful flamingo once said
For evening gowns chiffon combined wish to correspond
I : should be avoided. When a purgative
To a parrot In accents ill bi\d.
makes up charmingly. The you one of our books free of cost.
lace
with
"
is needed, take Chamberlain's Stomacl
a 21
"l'ls plain to be seen
all-white gown is again very fashionable you never tried August Flower, try
Jeweler and Graduate
That you're painfully grt'en.
We have never knowi and Liver Tablets. They are mild and
as well as cent bottle lirst.
and
home
for
wear,
evening
For Price and Particulars address,
While I am extremely well r^ad."
mori
gentle in their action. For sale by|Shurt
the all-black, and black and white effects. of its failing. If so, something
with you. The 2; left' & Co., South Paris; Stevens, Ox
On some of the black gowns just a touch serious is the matter
8ald the parrot. "I notice y<;u pose
introduced thii ι ford; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
of color is sometimes introduced to cent size has just been
As stilted and proud of your, clothes.
F. A
But you can't potly-vous;
it up a little. Cerise or orange year. Regular size 75 cents.
brighten
Shurtleff & Co.
Not a thing can you do
is very stylish with black.
-s»
G. G. Gkke.n, Woodbury, N. J.
But follow the bent of your nose."
A gown of black point d'esprit ovei
it oped
—New Yorl'. Herald.
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
white silk is trimmed around the foot of
or
Ger
H»r#
French
nurse
"Is your new
MAINE.
the skirt with seven rows of black velfink
lier'i
"I
Key to the Tussle*;.
asked
the
visitor.
The man?"
vet ribbon in graduated widths.
N. SC.
BBRIilN A.WD GORHAM,
No. 878.—Repetitions: Tar-tar. Sing
English," replied 3-years-ol<
is of black taffeta with four nar- bwoken
hip-yoke
Sing. So-so.
row panels of the silk extending to the Margie.
('luck, foot of the skirt. These panels are cut
No. 879.—Changed Vowels:
GOOD FOR CHILDREN.
dock, click, clack. Stick, stuj-k. stack, rounding at the bottom, and are trimmed
The pleasant to take and ha-mless Om
on the edge with a narrow passementerie.
stock.
Minute Cough Cure gives immediate re
EASY
No. 3S0.—Primal Acrostic: November. The yoke and panels are cut in oue.
TO
waist is mostly of taffeta lief ii all cases of Cough, Croup am
1. Narrative. 2. Outspread. '3. Volun- The front of the
it does not pas- im
because
the
and
vest
of
CLEAN
for
a
tucked
Grippe
yoke
except
ti.
5.
Microcosm,
4.
Embarrass.
tary.
The back of the waist, mediately into the stomach, but takei
8. Recon- point d'esprit.
7. Exquisite.
Barometer.
which is of the point d'esprit, is trimmed effect right at the seat of the trouble
dite.
with several rows of velvet running up It draws out the iutlammation, heals am
man
more
No. 381.—Diagonal: Cooper.; l. Con
in points. The sleeves are elbow-length, soothes and cures permanently by ena
fer. 2. Boston. 3. Swords. 4. Popper. finished with a deep accordion plaiting bling the lungs to contribute pure life
Mrs. Rorer
of white chiffon, with one of the point giving and life-sustaining oxygen to tin
5. Tablet. ·*». Concur.
MImb Iril aad Food Chopper No. 11. At J©urd«»aler··, SOt
blood and tissues. Dr. Armstrong ο
No. 382.—A Riddle: Grip, grippe.
d'esprit over it.
By mai lor express Τ άι. Your flOXKY BACK If no! *:it I «factor}
The double or angel sleeve is pretty. Delia, Tex., prescribes it daily and sayi
ftOLUUX *KU. CO., 140 Peu At·., louât Joy, Pa.
No. 383.—Reversals: Pan. ni p. Bard,
Theee angel sleeves of lace or chiffon can there is no better cough remedy made
a few words
I have
drab.
in the stores made and ready Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
found
be
No. 384.—Picture Puzzle: Samuel.
this year. If
to say in
appearance
my
to tack in the waist.
didn't youi
The mother—"Bobbie,
fljrntn. Archibald. Isaac,
The fancy separate waist is still very
and it is
need
it
need
you
my
you
done
No. 385.—Two Diamonds:
popular, though the full suit is fast gain- conscience tell you that youbuthad
and
the
the
sooner
in
with
start
this
:
I
don'l
ing favor. The shops are showing some wrong?" Bobby—"Yes'm',
II.
L
waists made of silk, believe everything I hear."
to
are
come
Divmiorv·
the
that
bound
ills
porti*ajvd
wonderfully
pretty
H
c
crepe de chine, chiffon, etc., this season
Reduced Kate. Fare $1.00, Portland
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KODOL DYSPEPSIA CURE
the next few
in colors and white.
to Boston. Staterooms S 1.00 to -91.50.
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all
classes
of
tones
anc
with
food,
silk
waist
is
of
lavender
Digests
Δ pretty
that Romoc is the medicine made from a
Remember
PortFranklin
leave
Steamers
wharf,
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fine tucks back and front, a rounding strengthens the stomach and digestm
land, and India wharf, Boston, daily exthat I have ever
wide
in this
is
H AZ IkNûTI
Cures
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and
handorgans.
rows
of
with
Dyspepsia,
Indigestion
fagoting,
yoke
at 7 P. M.
and makes
rict cept Sunday
BURNING
D Κ Α Ν Β U Τ
some lace medallions here and there on Stomach Troubles,
of you have ever seen or
or that
in
found
as low as other lines.
any
always
Freight
my
Kodo
blood, health and strength.
Ρ R l« Ν Κ
the waist and sleeves.
DOUBT
All freight via the steamers of this Tom
cure
that will so
heard
The bertha makes a pretty finish to a Dyspepsia Cure rebuilds wornout tissues,
A t F.
ΑΤΕ
pany is insured against Fire and Marine
and
sweetens
th<
One
an
waist.
purifies,
strengthens
all Blood
and besides
waist,
evening
A
especially
S
Risk.
G. W. Atkinson, of West
style is cut a little long on the front to stomach. Gov. "I
will
make
that
Franklin
F. Liscomb, Agent,
have used a numbei
these
you well of any of
form stoles, with a point over the arms Virginia, eays,
STOPS THK COUGB»
and middle of the back. Another etyle of bottles of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure and Wharf, Portland, Me.
that
are a result of such affections.
many
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
have found it to be a very effective and,
is cut in points all around.
Calvin Austin, V. P. & Gen'l.
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
At a fashionable wedding the othe^ indeed, a powerful remedy for stomach
a cold in one day.
No Cure,, no Pay. day, the bride's gown was of white silk, 'ailments. I recommend it to my friends." Manager.
A. H. Hanscom, G. P. & T. A.
Price 2li cent·.
with yoke and bertha of duchess lace. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
General offices Foster's Wharf,
The bridesmaids' gowns were white
her
"is
"And
cried
hair,"
Claude,
Boston, Mass.
Ernie—"Harold looks to mA like a crepe, trimmed with lace and white
to
dream
"It
over."
would
something
Edith—"I think he has panne velvet, with broad pink sashes of make a
weakling."
good mattress for a fact," aspretty good lunge." Ernie—"W hy so?" chiffon.
sented Maltravere, over-anxious to disand
skirts
waists
accordion
The
plaited
heard
he
blew
in
last
Edith—"I
Ijtf.OOO
his fine sensibilities.
M
VAftP
are still quite fashionable for thin fabrics play
for evening wear.
of large work
I have several
IT WILL SURPRISE YOU—TRY IT.
Some of the new skirts are made quite
THE LONE STAR STATE.
It is the medicine above all others for horses for sale.
These horses have
full over the hips and in the front
Down in Texas at Yoakum, is a big breadth.
catarrh and is worth its weight in gold.
been worked through 'the winter
dry goods tirm of which Mr. J. 5A\ Haller
Velvet is used a great deal for trim- Ely's Cream Balm does all that is claimis the head. Mr. Haller on on·) of hie
ed for it—B. W. Sperry, Hartford, hauling logs.
Also two or threè
tailor-made
gowns.—Ladies1
ming dressy
Conn.
tripe east to buy goods said to a friend World.
of
fresh
horses
received,
him
in the palace car,
who was with
My son was afflicted with catarrh. He
used Ely's Cream Balm and the dis- also several good driving horses.
"Here, take one of these Littlft Early
Things Worth Knowing.
Risers upon retiring and you will be up
agreeable catarrh all left him.—J. C.
A teaepoonful of grated horseradish in Olmstead, Areola, 111.
early in tfie morning feeling good." For
the "dark brown" taste, neadache and a panful of milk will keep it sweet
The Balm does not irritate or cause
South Paris, Me.
that logy feeling DeWitt's Little Early nearly a week.
sneezing. Sold by druggists at 50 cents
Risers are the beet pills to use. Sold by
A fever patient may be kept cool and or mailed by Ely Brothers, 56 Warren
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
comfortable by being frequently sponged Street, New York.
with water in which a little soda has
I want to remind you of an"He's simply living on hi· automobile
"The price of this house is
00,000, been mseolved.
^
to
other fact
madam.'1 She—"I don't care to give
Equal parts of ammonia and spirits of this winter." "Why, I thought he
k
out of cloth- couldn't afford to run the
that much." Agent—"Well, then, how turpentine will take
thing."
It
Romoc is Nature's own
and that
does 199,990.98 sound?" She—"I'll take ing, no matter how dry or hard it may "That's just it. He sold it."
the
the
virtues
in
all
found
one
of
combines
be.
it"
*veiy
We are in the market for any
Cedar oil, applied to the crevices of
of the world.
mineral
is not
trunks and chests, is a far better preamount of Pine,
Fir,
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS A BOX
of alcohol in
a
nor are there
ventive against moths, and certainly lees CuresaColdtnOneDay, Crip in 2 Day»
is the value H. A. Tisdale, Sumruorton, disagreeable, than moth bails.
or other deleterious
that you find the
lar, White Birch and all hard woods
any
S. C., places on DeWitt's Witch Hazel
A simple and infallible remedy for
of man adds to many so-called
mediSalve. He says: "I had the pil^s for heartburn is to take half a tumbler of
foot
and
cut in
4
logs
twenty years. I tried many doctors and cold water to whioh has been added
who use them.
and
tne
of
the
to
Mattie—"I want you to know I don't
medicines, but all failed except DeWitt's half a teaepoonful of carbonate of soda;
The highest cash price will be
Witch Hazel Salve. It cured me." It squeeze the juice of a email piece of stand on trifles." Helen (glancing at
is a combination of the healing proper- lemon, and drink while effervesoing.
her feet)—"No, dear, I see you don't"
for above delivered at
A.
Ask for ROMOC LAXATIVE TABLETS-SURE CURE FOR CONSTIPATION.
tie· of Witch Hacel with antiseptics and
A nightly gargle of salt and water
We have investigated Romoc. We know that all that is said by the Romoc
relieves
A
and
TO
COLD
IN
ONE
CURE
DAY
weak
a
throat
and
emollients;
winter.
mill this
permanently
keeps
Kenney's
cures blind, bleeding, itching and pro- off bronehitie.
this wonderful remedy is true, and we wiU refund to anyone
Salt is also good for Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
*** remedy not satisfied
with the results obtained. Remember, Romoc is guaranteed and sold by
truding piles, sore·, cats, bruises,.ecze- etinge of bees and wasps. A thick All druggists refund the money if it The Mason Manufacturing Co.
E. W. Grove's signature
ma, salt rheum and all skin diseases. plaster of wet salt pnt on the ating will, fails to cure.
Sold bj F. ▲. Shurtleff à Co.
on aaoh box. 25c.
take the pain out.
South Paris,
F. A. 8WJRTLEFF it

Jela^raLtion

nostrils, spread
Relief l*:m>vtr tve membrao· uid ίβ a!>eorbe<L
uuiak' oiii a turu io.iows. It ί· not dry ins—doe*
uot produce sneezing. Large SLie, 60etnta at Druggist·· or by mail ; Trial Size, 10 cent· by mail.
£LY itliUTllKHS, M Warren Street, New York
C
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Weekly Newspaper
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The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune
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Simple Dishes Dignified.
Many mothers do not approve the serv•nR of fancy diehea, believing that simple
food, plainly cooked, Is more wholesome
for both growing children and adnlts
than the most delightful of made dishes

Eastern

a^nd

remove
bring new life and activity,
the pain and cure the cause, from
diacommon backache to dangerous

Me.

County,

South Paris, Oxford

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.

Out.

From the Boston Herald, the leading
newspaper of New England, in its issue
of July 13, 1902.

886.—Word Hiaare.
The bend of the arm.
A deciduous cone bearing tree.
That which holds ot* binds.
To be found here a?td there.
at or in what
An adverb
Mo.

Oxford Demoortl, Paris. Main»

I
Millions to Save a MU·.
The Origin of MeHotint.
The reclamation of the China Baaln is
Colonel von Siegen. a Dutch artiat of
San Francisco, and its transformation 3erman extraction, holding an ApInto modern railway terminals, is an- J
pointment at the court of the landother engineering project of magnitude
of Hesse-Cassel, wne the Ingrave
and boldness undertaken by the Atchison
of
ventor of mezzotint, that branch
The
Fe
Santa
ά
management
Topeka
which comos noareet to natract selected for the tetminal develop· engraving
from being the
ment comprises fifty-four acres, and was ture. though It 1r far
from four to fifteen feet below tide best means of artistic expression.
It dates from about 1*111 and ia said
water. The railroad wishes to overcome
its handicap in the matter of station and to have been suggested by the met on
yard facilities, and will spend 12,000,000 a weapon which a soldier was cleanto be next the new yards of the Southern
ing. The first fruits of this newly disPacific, the Central Basin, and Channel covered process eonwlstcd of a plctnre
Street.
of the landgrave's mother, the dowEngineers' soundings found a depth of
mud of from 40 to 150 feet in the China ager landgravine, which Siegen preno copperBasin, and a sea wall of solid rock must sented at court, stating that
be built nearly a mile long and 200 feet plate engraver or artist could explain
wide on the top. At least 2,000,000 tons or imagine how it was done.
of rock will be needed to fill in the
Evelyn. In Ms "Sculpture." UMJ2. attreacherous basin bottom. The basin is tributes the Invention to Prince Rusteam
three
reclaimed
huge
by
being
pert. An original letter of Siegen's
shovels, removing 3,000 cubic yards of still in existence proves this to be hii
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